
DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 05 January 2010 at 08:00am PT for 60 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Seth Park <seth.park@freescale.com>
_____________________________________
Roll call
> Quorum was achieved.
_____________________________________
Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
 * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200912/msg00244.html (15 December 2009, Hunt) 
_____________________________________
Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)
> None

_____________________________________

1. ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification

Kristen Eberlein (Kris) opens discussion with praise for the comprehensiveness and timeliness of the 3rd review. The 
3rd review highlighted areas that want reorganization, substantive edits, and/or attention to the use of conformance 
language defined in the "conformance" topic.

Kris suggests a 4th internal review to address the use of conformance language and other issues.

Jeff Ogden (Jeff) says that implementation of the conformance language ("must", "should", "may") is not simply a 
matter of a language edit and may be controversial. The TC at-large should determine whether strict adherence to the 
conformance language is within the scope of the 1.2 spec release.

Kris agreed to rename the discussion "Possibility of addressing conformance language for 1.2", which occurs after a 
review of the 3rd review status table (http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/TechReview3#Reviewstatus):

Going down the "Reviewers" column, Kris asked each author when the reviews could be complete. All authors agreed 
that all work could be complete by end of day Friday.

Some topics were re-assigned:
 * "Technical Content" -- Jeff and Paul Grosso (Paul) reviewed these topics, so Gershon no longer must review that 
section.
 * "Learning and Training" -- Picked up by Dick Hamilton (Dick) and Don Day (Don).
                         
A new topic, SubjectScheme, was added and reviewed informally by Bruce Nevin (Bruce), Gershon, Su-Laine Yeo (Su-
Laine). Robert Anderson requested an opportunity to review the topic. Kris requests that the new topic be reviewed 
formally by the TC and will provide review process details by the next meeting.

JoAnn Hackos (JoAnn) says that the topic focuses on using SubjectScheme to control values, but it does not explain 
how to use SubjectScheme for the creation of taxonomies. A new topic must be created to address this use.

Kris emphasizes that we must not take on any more substantive changes or additional topics.

Su-Laine says that some of the reviewer/user feedback is/will-be that information is missing and that we need to be 



prepared for non-trivial work. As an example, Su-Laine discovered areas that suggest the need for a content model 
change; additionally, she discovered a misalignment between the lang spec description of SubjectScheme and the 
description in the proposal. Su-Laine will email the list about specific issues.

JoAnn recommends that a 4th review should focus only on topics that have received significant changes and proposed a 
column in the topic assignment table called, "Major change?", where a yes/no indication is expected.

Kris returned to the new question, "Can the conformance language edit be completed by the 1.2 timeline.

Jeff asked for clarification: "Are we talking about whether must/should/may are used appropriately? If so, some uses 
may be controversial.

Su-Laine expressed the desire to have the spec be more "prescriptive" than "descriptive".

Jeff reiterated that we don't have time to validate every statement against the conformance language.

Gershon suggests that the language in the spec implies conformance even when the conformance terminology is not 
used.

Eliot adds, "All 'must' statements were reviewed carefully throughout prior reviews because the terminology attracts 
scrutiny--which leaves only the weaker terms (should and may) to be suspect." This comment seemed to mitigate 
possible risk of foregoing an additional review for conformance.

Su-Laine describes the conformance language problem differently: "The problem is when the spec says 'is' rather than 
must/should/may."

Eliot asks which topics are affected, to which Su-Laine cited a few, including SubjectSchemeMaps, Ditaval, and 
exmaples.

Jeff reminded us that examples are never considered normative, so the affected topics are few and should be dealt with 
individually.

Su-Laine asked whether the 4th review is necessary since the primary motivation (conformance language) is now 
considered out-of-scope.

Jeff says that addressing the terminology is only part of the conformance goal. The only way to convey conformance 
accurately is to devise feature groups conformance by environment category. For example, an XML editor would have 
different requirements than a CMS to support a given feature.

Kris asked for help creating the PDF version of the spec. Eliot offered to use his version of the OT with his modified 
dost.jar (which is more efficient that the currently-available release of the OT).

Robert Anderson says the PDF was generated using IBM internal tools and the OASIS cover was manually added using 
the PDF reader/tool.

Kris will make the maps and Eliot will process them.

Jeff asked whether we can make changes  to the source or whether it should remain as is.

Kris says it's up to the authors, and adds, "We've officially extended the review through the end of Friday. Writers must 
check the Wiki to ensure no new comments have been added,"

_____________________________________



 2. ITEM: Normative language specification
:::no new activity:::

_____________________________________

   3. New ITEM: Metadata Elements
Issue: not all metadata elements are defined in the same domain; where should they be maintained?

Decision was to deal with this for DITA 1.3. No change in docs or DTDs. The wording in the spec was relaxed (by 
Gershon) to remove any perceived conflict.

Don added that 1.3 should include an effort to unify map/topic metadata

Gershon will close the issue for 1.2 and make sure it is captured for 1.3

_____________________________________

4. New ITEM: Foreign element description
Don asks whether we can accept Kris' wording (which Don assumed to be the latest thread).

Kris syas Jeff has a more recent description.

Don moves that we accept Jeff's wording; Bruce Nevin (Bruce) seconds.

Gershon objects, "This requires more though," 

Eliot says he wrote the initial draft for the "extended description" and has no problem with the modifications Jeff made. 
Hearing that, Gershon retracted his objection.

Decision is to use Jeff's modified copy for the 1.2 spec.

*** Meeting Adjourned ***
_____________________________________

Action Item Summary:
 * Kris will provide review details for SubjectScheme by the next meeting 
 * Su-Laine will email the list about specific issues that may require content model changes.
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Minutes for 13 January 2010 DITA TC Meeting/Call

8:00-8:05 Roll call

Solicit volunteer to take minutes 
>Don (note that actions are bracketed for visibility)

Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
>Skipped, no minutes available from Jan 5

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)
    * OASIS DITA Adoption TC (Gershon) 
>Skipped for focus on review

Business:
   1. ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification
          * Business (edited by Eberlein, 5 and 12 January 2010 for 12 January TC meeting):
               1. Status of 3rd review:
>Kristen: Reviewers, please update statuses.
               2. Opening of review for the "Subject scheme map" topic: SubjectSchemeMap3: Wiki page
>Kristen noted guidelines for reviewers. Kristen will send out an email announcing formal update of this 
>review. JoAnn: reviewers, please add substantive, researched text if at all possible. Kris suggested 
>designating EH and RDA as primary reviewers. JoAnn felt Taxonomy should be in another topic, Kristen noted 
>they'll look at recommendations for that. JoAnn asked if a relationship table should be in a subject scheme 
>map. 
>[Action: Kristen will add links to review page for the subject scheme topic for the proposed email to the 
>list.]
>Robert volunteered to review, and will involve Erik as necessary. Bruce Nevin volunteered

               3. Issue identified in review #3: Redundant topics
>Gershon led this portion of discussion. Note the author's table--now the current focus of activity. Authors, 
>please send dates of completion to Gershon and Kristen.
>Kristen: MP noted that the introduction sections overlap other conceptual topics in other parts of the spec. 
>She will send revision suggestions to the list. 
>Gershon walked through the rest of the table to clarify actions with authors.
>Gershon requested someone to take on the Base DITA Processing items particularly. He will own the full 
>section (135+ comments to date).
> Eliot to let Gershon and Kristen know if reorganization of his section is needed yet. Will coordinate with 
> Jeff, MP as necessary.
> Robert reported that John Hunt in on progress for all inputs this week. Robert also on goal for this week.
>[Action: Gershon to send an email to John Hunt to confirm when he will be able to complete those inputs.]
> Discussion of Conformance section. Sue-Laine asked for clarification of the goals. Dana asked about Must 
> requirements; Eliot: issue is processor requirements vs coding (data) requirements (conventions for human 
> understanding as well as machine interoperability).  Eliot: element matching vs class matching impacts 
> guaranteed conformance, for example. Where the spec says Must, applications must conform. Dana requests that 
> interoperability notions be spelled out as specifically as possible. Kristen: how to move forward? Sue-Laine: 
> more eyes on it to ensure it is meeting needs (KE will volunteer; SY will ask her partners to look as well). 
>[Action: Sue-Laine to contact Eliot for clarifications.]
> Eliot suggested that it can be abbreviated while still making some strong assertions about compliant DITA 
> expectations. Jeff requested release from ownership of where the rewrite may go. Kristen recognized Jeff's 
> contributions to this conformance statement thus far for the record.
>Appendices: no current owner. Eliot will be responsible for interop and 1.1 to 1.2 migration guide.  Robert 
>has updated the element by element topic--it is done for 1.2.
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>Gershon and Kristen will send new dates after taking inputs this week.
               4. Status of authors' work handling review #3 comments: url
               5. Revise schedule to accommodate the following items:
               6. Status: PDF output of the DITA 1.2 spec (Kimber)
               7. Heads-up about future changes
               8. Low(er) priority items:
   2. ITEM: Metadata Elements
>Completed last week 
   3. ITEM: Foreign element description
>Completed last week 
   4. New ITEMS: (if not covered in review items for #1,above)
          * DITA 1.2 Conformance
>Discussed above
          * Conditional processing
>Comments already in wiki
          * Filtering logic for <enumerationdef> element
>Sue-Laine notes that wording to date is now or soon to be on the wiki. Gershon: keep filtering discussion on 
>the list, and resolve to the wiki if possible. If the list discussion remains open next week, then we can 
>keep this item on the agenda.
   5. New ITEM: PDF Generation for Spec Draft
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201001/msg00074.html (Kimber, Self, Joseph, and others)
          * Discuss any further customizations; need volunteer to set up wiki page for process documentation 
>Don acknowledged work by Robert and Kristen as well, and thanked the preparers for helping on the production 
>quality issues. Please help Eliot with his tweaking questions on the list as this new plugin gets tested.

8:55 Adjourn 



OASIS DITA TC meeting, 19 January 2010 

Roll call. Quorum attained. Minutes taken by Kristen James Eberlein 

Approve minutes from previous business meetings:  

 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201001/msg00134.html (5 January, 2010 
Park)  

 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201001/msg00089.html (12 January, 2010 
Day)  

Moved by Don to approve minutes, seconded by Stan Doherty, approved by acclamation. 

Business:  

1. ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification  
o Closing of review for the "Subject scheme map" topic: SubjectSchemeMap3: 

Wiki page ; Erik authored the new necessary content. Su-Laine will review 
new content before 26 January 2010 

o Status of authors' work handling review #3 comments; looks good so far. 
o Elliot, Jeff Ogden, Su-Laine have been working on an updated conformance 

statement. Hopefully it will be available for the TC review in a few days. 
o Robert raised questions about machine-industry task elements.  
o Decision to use <keyword> element for normative terms, no upper-case. 

2. Revised schedule: Left open and flexible for now. 

Date  Actual date  Description  

8 December 
2009  

11 December 2009  Third drafts complete; third internal review begins.  

5 January 
2010  

8 January 2010  Third review complete; author begin working review comments. 

12-18 January 
2010  

12-18 January 2010 Review of the SubjectScheme content in the architectural spec. 

19-25 January 
2010 

19-25 January 2010 Review of the new SubjectScheme material authored by Erik Hennum. 

?   

Fourth draft complete; fourth internal review begins. This review will 
include the OASIS DITA Adoption Committee and the OASIS Technical 
Advisory Board (TAB). DITA TC members will review only selected 
topics and sections; members of the Adoption Committee and the TAB 
are welcome to review everything. 

?   Fourth review complete; authors begin working review comments. 

?   
Final draft ready to submit to OASIS for public review and official-
approval process kick-off. This draft must include all substantive content; 

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201001/msg00134.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201001/msg00089.html
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/SubjectSchemeMap3%3A%20Wiki%20page
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/SubjectSchemeMap3%3A%20Wiki%20page


3. ITEM: Filtering logic for <enumerationdef> element  
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201001/msg00013.html (Yeo) | 
o Action for Robert to follow up with Su-Laine Yeo on this item 

4. New ITEM: 2 requested fixes in DTDs  
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201001/msg00103.html (Anderson)  
o Robert moved to make fixes, seconded by Gershon, approved by acclamation. 
o Robert and Eric expect to complete the fixes this week; will upload new 

packages. 
5. New ITEM: Minimum required module support for non-specialization-

awareprocessors  
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201001/msg00136.html  
o Closed item, requires only editorial changes. 

if we need to add substantive content after the public review begins, it 
will require us to restart the approval process. 

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201001/msg00013.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201001/msg00103.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201001/msg00136.html
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OASIS DITA TC Meeting of 26 January, 2010

8:00-8:05 Roll call
> Don reported consensus.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201001/msg00152.html (19 January, 2010 Eberlein) 
> Don moved joann seconded; passed by acclamation

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed)
> Skipped per plan.
 
Business:
   1. ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification
> Conformance topic ready to review from wiki page
> Stan Doherty, Dick Hamilton, Bruce as primary reviewers at this state; Kristen encourages all to review it as well.
> Note new topic by Sue-Laine authored about DITA tools and DITA Awareness--not for 1.2 spec (unless for intro 
section for Tools/DITA Awareness topic--look for link to HTML version of topic), but useful for promoting DITA 
usage  
> Author's progress: limited by Gershon and Eliot out today. Kristen asked Jeff to review her responses. Kristen asked 
Robert if he needs feedback or info on his sections--Robert thinks he can manage his updates this week.
> PDF style: Kristen has noted files missing from Eliot's contribution. Can anyone help from viewpoint of Tony Self's 
contribution? Stan will try out on something smaller to help move this forward.
> Action: Don to respond to list on progress of MIME Type contribution to OASIS

   2. New ITEM: Bug: Fragref does not allow keyref
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201001/msg00161.html (Kimber) 
> Consensus that this was beyond 1.2 for now. Closed.
> Action: Jeff to put this on the 1.3 list

   3. New ITEM: Conref push of different content to the same topic in different contexts
> Also apparently a 1.3 item. Closed.
> Action: Jeff to add this as well to 1.3 list

          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201001/msg00167.html (Kimber) 
   4. ITEM: Conditional processing (moved to clear new items first)
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201001/msg00008.html (Yeo) 
> Robert had an action on this, sent materials, pretty much wrapped up the discussion.
> Don proposed closing this item for now per Robert's completion; no disagreement. This item is closed, any new issues 
can be brought up as new.

Ongoing checks:
> Skipped

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens

> JoAnn asked about Subject Scheme map; Robert reminded us that Erik Hennum contributed an item that can be 
reviewed and added to the end of the existing topic. JoAnn will review this new overview.
> Discussion about an improved review system for 1.3; JoAnn XMetaL has a reviewer that we need to see if OASIS 
will allow us to use. Jeff will add this into the 1.3 list so that we don't drop the ball when it comes time.

8:55 Adjourn 
> Business being completed, Don adjourned the call early.
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Agenda for 2 February 2010 DITA TC Meeting/Call

Minutes taken by Don Day

8:00-8:05 Roll call

Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201001/msg00181.html (26 January, 2010 Day)
Don moved, Bruce seconded; accepted by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports: Skipped for today

Business:
1. ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification
1. Conformance topic review: lots of comment. Gershon polled for any missing items. Eliot will review comments, was 
advised to send messages to the TC. Keeping this item open until Eliot can resolve all (requesting a quick scan for 
advising the list), and we can aim to complete it next week.

2. Review of Tools and DITA Awareness topic. Consensus that it won't be part of the spec. Jeff had some comments. 
What is next step? Adoption TC? JoAnn thought it would be appropriate, fits along with Compliance List for example. 
Consensus to do so--this will go to JoAnn for the Adoption TC.

3. Update on PDF output: Kris thanked Eliot for the help in getting all the bits in place. Kris asked if someone would 
help test drive the instructions. Stan agreed to try. Dick Hamilton also to try. Action for Kris to get these instructions to 
Stan and Dick; also to cc the TC on that note. Eliot's runs take about 25 min on a recent Mac. Action for Kristen to add a 
wiki page for PDF formatting issues that Joe Gelb (Suite Solutions) can see for updates

4. Author's review comments: Schedule gated by Gershon's illness last week.

5. Overlapping/redundant content: discussion about loads and issues. MP Suggested SWAT teams of folks who know 
the content well, schedule calls for slogging through the issues--determine which topics should get the edits. Principals: 
MP, Jeff, RDA (prereq to generate a "hit list" of what to work on). All authors to commit to comb through their pages 
and identify items that still need work. Action: Kristen will send out to the TC list how to set an anchor for fast 
reference back to relevant sections. Compile the list remaining issues by next TC meeting, and decide there how to 
proceed. Authors need to update hanging items as quickly as possible in advance of generating that list.

6. Packaging:
Jeff : two issues. 1. what docs, to produce, what organization needed 2. Which packages needed. The sum total of all 
required docs for a package should be in the package.
Hunt: L&T leverages general components that themselves include other domains. Where do we draw the lines?
Kristen: for lack of a proposal for packaging, she is willing to build prototypes for base, technical content, complete as 
docs that might accompany a package (no DTDs for now), so that we can look at them and decide. Accepted as an 
action for Kristen by next TC.

8:59 Adjourned 
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Agenda for 9 February 2010 DITA TC Meeting/Call

Minutes taken by Don Day

8:00-8:05 Roll call
>regrets from Eliot and Robert. Quorum achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00007.html (2 Feb, 2010 Day) 
> Bruce moved, Gershon second, no objections

Subcommittee/liaison reports: Skipped for today

Business:
 1. ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification
 * Spreadsheet and spec source files located in the TC's Subversion repository
 * Information about contributors, deadlines, editorial guidelines, Subversion clients, and more
 * Business (edited by Joseph and Eberlein for 9 February TC meeting):
  1. Review of conformance topic: ConformanceReview: Wiki page
> Keep open for next week pursuant to Eliot's return next week

  2. Status update: PDF output of the DITA 1.2 spec
> Users report things are working as documented. Note wiki page open for formatting issues. We closed this item.

  3. Status of authors' work handling review #3 comments: 
> Eliot and Robert (both not here today) provided good updates last week. Gershon trying to close all comments shortly, 
will update ratio of progress. Gershon sees no super critical issues. Kristen looking for ditamps/metadata to be updated 
by 15th. Main decisions needed on overlap. Can Eliot give us projections on completion of specialization section? 
> Action: to Gershon to contact Eliot on status.
> New: Jeff suggested that we at least acknowledge the Mime type submission to add. Don suggests limit it to a best 
practice recommendation on usage, and link later on to actual approved suggestions. Use Should to drive emphasis. 
> Action: Don will write this and contribute to Gershon to add to spec subagenda.

  4. Overlapping/redundant content issue
> All authors were to go through comments and mark redundancies. Only Gershon and Kristen have done their lists.
> Action: Gershon to contact authors to remind them to update this list.
> Gershon has commented out the collation topic for now--we can resume it in 1.3

  5. Review prototypes of documentation for the various packages (base, technical content, and complete). 
> Kris has made PDF and CHM versions of base, complete, and technical content maps.
> Don acknowledged work of Tony, Eliot, Kris, others on making this process work as well as it does.
> Jeff asked about L&T. Last week we agreed that Complete simply include L&T since L&T includes all of complete.
> MP is no longer adamant about pure separation--the current groups look good, and differences are not large enough to 
justify multiple productions. JoAnn agrees
> Jeff noted that ToCs are really the same between PDFs and CHMs (Kristen confirmed). Do we really want to have 
combined maps for the PDFs?
> Kristen: 1. One set of spec docs rather than 3? 2-separate or combined arch/lang spec?
> Gershon: favors 1 complete bundle production; favors keeping the 2 specs together (tends to keep implementors 
honest to the whole spec!).
> Kristen expressed concern about volume of contains/contained by sections, which now include L&T. Michael noted 
that we could designate the base arch spec as an intro document to the lang spec (still a separate download to process as 
a subset). Mentioned ODF modularity as an example. Gershon suggested we need more brainstorming on that idea.
> Stan advocates one big spec for practicality, but suggested that we enable the building of smaller subsets. MP points 
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out Jarno's work on a custom doc shell--could be extended to maps (not a current capability). Kristen and Gershon agree 
that the source can be downloaded and then users can subset as needed. Don was concerned about pulling in content 
groups that are not part of a subset group. 
> Jeff summarized we'll produce PDF and CHM, using combined maps and allow users to produce subsets. Kristen 
amends to say we may not release a CHM, that OASIS might require HTML instead (otherwise, equivalent for this 
review)
> Action: Kristen to double-check on OASIS HTML requirements for specs
> Stan offered to build readmes to help users build custom sets of that content.
> Kristen are we at consensus to have one specification?  Stan agreed, just suggested making sure the ToC reflects ease 
of use (ie, have a single element quick reference). Discussion about doing this in index vs booklist vs literal ToC 
sequence. Kristen notes that Robert would probably say "Nice for future releases"--MP suggests we capture this for 1.3, 
though. Make more use of "see this attribute group" (Hamilton), etc.. 

Meeting adjourned at this point. Take any concerns about today's discussion or following items to the list if necessary.

  6. Acknowledgments in DITA 1.2 spec -- what should they contain?

  7. Any other spec items to discuss?

  8. Revise schedule to accommodate the following items:

  9. Heads-up about future changes
 o Guidelines for authors about how to handle review comments
 o Guidelines for reviewers about making effective review comments (due before 4th review)
 o Changes to master topic list 

  10. Low(er) priority items:
 o Volunteer needed to scan Wiki pages for reviews; look for deferred comments
 o Proposed changes to policies about feature proposals (future) 

2. New ITEMs? 

Ongoing checks:

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens

8:55 Adjourn 
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Agenda for 16 February 2010 DITA TC Meeting/Call (Amended)

DITA TC Wiki: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage

8:00-8:05 Roll call
>Regrets Rob Frankland. Quorum achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00039.html (9 Feb, 2010 Day) 
Don Moved; Bruce second, no objections

Subcommittee/liaison reports (skip for today)

Business:
  1. ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification
>Gershon led the review discussion
    * Business (edited by Joseph for 16 February TC meeting):
       1. Review of conformance topic: ConformanceReview: Wiki page
>Skipped
       2. Check on status of Mime type topic
>Continue this item, check back (Don re-sent the December note with proposal for content)
       3. Status of authors' work handling review #3 comments: http://wiki.oasis-
open.org/dita/TechReview3#Reviewstatus.232.3AAuthor.27sprogress
>Gershon still tracking new inputs.
       4. Overlapping/redundant content issue
          o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201002/msg00010.html (Eberlein, 2 
February 2010)
          o Check where we are with authors updating their topics to mark comments on redundant content
          o Are we ready for the next step (SWAT team meeting)?
          o Gershon has dealt with the collation topic (removed topic from map) 
>Gershon sent email asking authors to finalize their input. Check back next week.
       5. Review prototypes of documentation for the various packages (base, technical content, and complete). The Kavi 
repository now holds a ZIP file that contains CHM and PDF file versions for each of the three packages:
          o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201002/msg00032.html (Eberlein, 8 
February 2010)
          o Action from previous meeting: Kristen to double-check on OASIS HTML requirements for specs
          o Anything to discuss this week ahead of closing this item? (Don suggests we can close this today. See Sanity 
Check below as revised New ITEM.) 
>The "how to" item is closed; moves to general tracking.
>Regarding "packaging"--Kristen reminded us that this was not fully decided last week. Gershon asked for discussion.
>Gershon moved to have a single document (HTML and PDF and source) with both parts in one deliverable (arch and 
lang ref) with all TC-approved specializations. Kristen seconded. Jeff asked about outputs--Kristen checked with Mary 
(editable source, PDF, HTML required). Bruce asked about users being able to produce subsets--Don noted this was the 
intent of the production topic that Stan is working on. No objections; motion carries.
>Jeff asked about zip file grouping. Do we also go back to a single zip? Gershon noted that Adoption TC is working on 
supporting the Jarno tool for generating shells, so this idea is certainly okay--divides spec from practice. Discussion 
about merits of one vs several zips. Consensus to go with 3 zips: 1 for DTDs, 1 for XSDs, one for DITA Source. Jeff 
wonders what constitues the single spec? More discussion.
Single zip, followed by sublinks for overview (html), PDF single , HTML (set for the map), DITA Source, DTDs, XSDs 
as independent zips. Consensus on this plan. The packaging aspect is closed; note continuation of how to below.
       6. Acknowledgments in DITA 1.2 spec -- what should they contain?
o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201002/msg00033.html (Eberlein, 9 February 
2010)
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Kris Eberlein summarized; there are open review #3 comments about this and she wants to resolve them. There's been 
thrashing around this issue during the past reviews. The topic for one review contained a list of all TC members; based 
on reviewers comments, she then revised it to only list authors and editors. During review #3, a reviewer suggested that 
people who authored key proposals or implemented DTDs or XML Schemas be acknowledged. Kris checked to see 
what OASIS mandates about acknowledgments, which is the following:

"A specification that is approved by the TC at any level must include a list of people who participated in the 
development of the specification. This list shall be initially compiled by the Chair, and any Member of the TC may add 
or remove their names from the list by request." 

Kris suggested that we interpret "people who participated in the development of the specification" as the following 
groups of TC members:
* Authors of feature proposals
* Individuals who write sections of the spec
* Individuals who review the spec
* Individuals who implemented the DTDs and XSDs
Discussion ensued. Action for Gershon to compile a list of such people.

       7. Any other spec items to discuss?
>Nothing new
       8. Revise schedule to accommodate the following items:
Nothing new
       9. Heads-up about future changes
>Nothing new
      10. Low(er) priority items:
>Nothing new

  2. New ITEM: Subcommittee catalog distribution (SIDSC example)
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00048.html (Park) 
>Seth reviewed the request. He recommends using the existing 1.2 practice (subfolder parallel to base, named by SC, 
include catalog, then subset DTD and schema directories). Jeff agreed with the suggested practice, but questioned the 
comment about SC's not connected with a specialization.
>Discussion--agreed that this falls into today's current Committee Draft process (has had the TC's purview, is not a 
spec).
>Consensus: The DITA TC will use the Committee Draft process to approve SC subsets of information as TC-approved 
deliverables.

  3. New ITEM: Stan Doherty's request for Sanity Check on build process:
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00052.html (Doherty) 
>Stan wanted to make sure what we are delivering on this request (prep files?
>Kirsten: several issues: 1) consensus on modular parts, 2) whether to distribute ant scripts (giving this to the Toolkit 
absolves the TC of managing tools)
>Don suggested that OASIS also can be home for style tools (tantamount to current situation for Word and ODF 
templates for specs).
>Discussion on this to be continued on the list.

Ongoing checks:

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens

8:55 Adjourn 
>Meeting adjourned at the top of the hour.
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Agenda for 23 February 2010 DITA TC Meeting/Call

>Minutes taken by Don Day

8:00-8:05 Roll call

Approve minutes from previous business meetings:
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00055.html (16 Feb, 2010 Day)
     o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00072.html (Eberlein corrections) 
> Don moved, was seconded; carried by acclamation

Subcommittee/liaison reports
> skipped for today

Business:

  1. ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification
> Kristen led the discussion for this section:

     * Business (edited by Joseph for 16 February TC meeting):
       a. Check on status of Mime type topic
          o Status update from Don
          o When ready, need to submit for TC review 
> Don has not had an update. Kristen suggested moving this item to Ongoing for tracking; we'll go with the plan of 
record 
> ACTION for DON: create a short topic with the proposed non-normative appendix, to be written this week.

       b. Status of authors' work handling review #3 comments:
> Kristen asked person by person about status. Concern about losing momentum--let's stay focused on these known 
work items. Would like to see goal of March 1 for completion.
> Gershon has an upcoming business trip affecting his availability. Estimates March 14 for his completions.
> Eliot has reviewed topics under specialization. Discussion about dates on tables.
> Eliot had volunteered to do appendices. 
> ACTION for ELIOT: reivew the wiki pages wrt appendices table
> ACTION for KRISTEN: update the appendices table to reflect Eliot as the author.

       c. Overlapping/redundant content issue
          o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201002/msg00010.html (Eberlein, 2 
February 2010)
          o Check where we are with authors updating their topics to mark comments on redundant content
          o Are we ready for the next step (SWAT team meeting)?
          o Gershon has dealt with the collation topic (removed topic from map) 
> Would non-writer volunteers scan the reviewer comments for any obvious redundant area by Monday? (fresh eyes on 
the problem)
> Rob Frankland volunteered
> Michael Priestley
> Sue-Laine
> Kristen--we'll assume the remaining areas have been sufficiently cleared.
> Jeff, Michael, Robert, Gershon for the SWAT team (Eliot would like to but will be travelling)
> ACTION for KRISTEN: set up the meeting (before March 9)

       d. Revise schedule to accommodate the following items:
          o Extension on deadline for review #3 (four days)
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          o An additional review for the SubjectScheme topic in the arch spec (new content, never reviewed)
          o An additional review for the rewritten Conformance topic
          o An additional internal review cycle (review #4)
          o Need to address the overlapping/redundant content problem
          o Need to review prototypes of documentation for the various packages 
> Eliot will press for Monday reviews.
> Kristen will set up schedules based on the March 9 exit date for the SWAT team plan of attack.

       e. Acknowledgments in DITA 1.2 spec -- what should they contain?
          o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201002/msg00033.html (Eberlein, 9 
February 2010)
          o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00067.html (Grosso reset discussion)
          o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00089.html (Mary McRae opinion) 
> Kristen quoted this OASIS goal in her amendment. "Individuals who have actively participated"--how do we interpret 
this phrase? 
> Don agreed with Jeff's suggestion that we put a stake in the ground. 
Kristen proposed a single list of acknowledgments that should include:
* Authors of feature proposals
* Authors of specification topics
* Reviewers of specification topics
* Implementors of DTDs and Schemas
Bruce seconded. Discussion about contributions of folks no longer in the TC.
> ACTION for DON: compile this list as Chair's responsibility.

       f. Conformance refinement: Use of "claims to be DITA aware"
          o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00068.html (Kimber opening note)
          o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00086.html (Ogden discussion reset) 
> Jeff noted one open question: for the list of things supported/not supported, was this dropped out of the conformance 
topic?
> Sue-Laine had requested its removal since the statement could be padded by gregarious vendors.
> Jeff notes that customers are the final judges of truth of vendor statements. 
> Sue-Laine: a simple list might be too simple. Could we ask vendors to be more detailed about what their support 
means?
> Eliot: what can you require vendors to state?
> MP: suggests that the Adoption TC could take on the customer/vendor aspects of this discussion, to help contextualize 
claims.
> Dana: still considers this is worth opening for 1.3.
> Kristen: How can we help send our concerns over to the Adoption TC? 
> Jeff: They could create a buyer's guide that includes a set of tests against claims. For the DITA TC, they could create 
its own list of what is and is not considered fundamental DITA capability.
> ACTION for GERSHON: as our liaison to the Adoption TC, he will  convey these intents to them within the approval 
cycle for 1.2.
> Closed the open question of "what vendors should do" with that action
> Jeff notes we still need to get them to list conformance, and there is the issue of evidence of support.
> Eliot also proposed #4--that you list the document types if that is what you support (processing extensions)
> Jeff: yes, and allow vendors to state how they support key references, for example.
> Eliot: concern about implicit claims
> Jeff: vendors should be able to make honest statements, allow customers to judge the claims.
> Eliot: agreed, if we had such a crisp list of features.
> MP: suggests that we continue with previous example of saying nothing, work in future on the essential list but not as 
input to current spec. 
> Sue-Laine went back to Eliot's "#4" as better than nothing? Fine for Jeff, but it only goes part of the way.
> Eliot is okay with such a statement, but notes that we can't state it too firmly without a solid list.
> Jeff moves to accept Eliot's statement, Sue-Laine suggested refinements. Since callers were dropping off, Don 
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declared loss of quorum and recommended this motion be developed on the list for the TC's review next week.

> Meeting adjourned 3 minutes past the hour.
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dita message
[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

Subject: Minutes, 2 March 2010 DITA TC Meeting

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "DITA TC list " <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 2 Mar 2010 12:05:44 -0600

8:00-8:05 Roll call

Approve minutes from previous business meetings:

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00108.html (for 23
Feb 2010 meeting, Day)
> Don: Motion to approve. Seconded by Bruce, passed by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed--skip for today)

OASIS DITA Adoption TC (Gershon, after we finish current review
priorities)
OASIS DITA Translation Subcommittee
OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee
OASIS DITA Machine Industry Subcommittee
OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee
OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee
OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee
OASIS DITA Pharmaceutical Content Subcommittee
OASIS DITA in Composite Environments Subcommittee
OASIS DITA for the Web 2.0 Subcommittee
OASIS DITA Technical Communication Subcommittee (on hold until 1.2 draft
is out)
OASIS DITA for Technical Standards Subcommittee (inactive)

Business:

1. ITEM: DITA 1.2 specification
 * Spreadsheet and spec source files located in the TC's Subversion
repository
 * Information about contributors, deadlines, editorial guidelines,
Subversion clients, and more
 * Business (edited by Eberlein for 23 February TC meeting):
   a. Status of authors' work handling review #3 comments: When can work
be completed? Are there dependencies that are slowing the effort?
    *
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/TechReview3#Reviewstatus.232.3AAuthor.27
sprogress
    * Kris Eberlein
    * Gershon Joseph
    * Elliot Kimber
    * Conformance
   b. Conformance topic:
    * Are there review comments that require TC discussion in order to
achieve resolution? ConformanceReview: Wiki page

http://markmail.org/
http://www.oasis-open.org/maillists/guidelines.php#searchingarchives
http://markmail.org/docs/faq.xqy#searchsyntax
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00006.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00005.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00008.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00008.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/maillist.html#00007
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/threads.html#00007
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00108.html
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/TechReview3#Reviewstatus.232.3AAuthor.27
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    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00068.html
(Kimber opening note)
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00086.html
(Ogden discussion reset)
    > Su-Laine: All agreed that statement is neither perfect nor strong.
Hoped for making it a bit stronger, but now believes not realistic in
our present schedule. Invited others to put forward a proposal.
      Kristin: This would be a topic to be written, reviewed, approved. 
      Refer to discussion on wiki (URL in agenda at "ConformanceReview:
Wiki page" link).
      ACTION: Kris to put up wiki page, TC members to review this week
for consensus poll next week.
      Bruce: List of features is crucial to this but we can't achieve it
for DITA 1.2. Discussion: For now, vendors will say what they do and do
not support, and customers must judge.
      Bruce: an opportunity here for crowd sourcing.
      Don: rather than "weak" the conformance statement is "tolerant".
      Prior consensus: let the present conformance statement go forward
through the review process, shepherded by Eliot.
      Prior action for Eliot: report resolution of review comments to
TC.
      Complete review comments for other areas of spec --
specialization, configuration, and extension.
      Don: prepare wiki page that the conformance topic in the spec
could reference, where vendors could update a growing list of
conformance items.
      Su-Laine: likely to be a mess -- I support reuse vs. I support
topicref.
      Jeff: could say that implementers must provide some statement of
what they support.
      Eliot has agreed to articulate this requirement.
      If we don't have a new draft from Eliot next week, either table it
for a week or reassign the task.
      ACTION: Kristin - communicate this last to Eliot.

   c. Overlapping/redundant content issue
    *
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201002/
msg00010.html (Eberlein, 2 February 2010)
    * Reports back from volunteers: Rob Frankland, Michael Priestley
    * 2-3 PM ET meeting, today
    > Kristin: will report results of that meeting. 
    ACTION - Kristin: Send link to summary of discussion along with new
CHM.

   d. New topic about "Map-to-map" cascading
    *
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201002/
msg00103.html (topic copied into e-mail, Eberlein)
    *
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201002/
msg00104.html (link to feature 12055, past e-mails: Eberlein)
 
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201003/
msg00001.html (Nevin)

   Kristin asks for volunteers to review and comment on new topic. Paul
has passed on some comments from Dave. Other reviews pending soon: Jeff,
Dave, Stan, Robert.

   e. Revise schedule to accommodate the following items:
    * Agree on dates for following line items:
      * Writers complete addressing all review #3 comments.
      * Redundant content and organization issues identified.
      * SWAT team has met, discussed redundant content & organizational
problems, developed plan.

(not touched last week:)

1. New ITEM: Congratulate Jeff Ogden on his upcoming retirement and
future plans--Kudos, Jeff!
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00101.html (Ogden)
Don's congratulations with hearty concurrence albeit in the usual TC
manner.

2. ITEM: Stan Doherty's request for Sanity Check on build process
(continued)
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00052.html (initial
note, Doherty)
Where to document how to build subsets of the DITA specification
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00091.html (Doherty,

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00068.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00086.html
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201002/
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201002/
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201002/
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201003/
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00101.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00052.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201002/msg00091.html
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request for clarification)

Stan: Finish two maps, so we have a complete set of ready to build maps
for subsets that we proposed to build. Sanity check on this strategy of
building maps. Silent acclaim. Stan proposes to build these maps.

Build instructions: Topics about how to install plugins, how to build
each set of topics, machine-specific issues. OK with proposal to move
these topics to a wiki. Need something in the spec that directs adopters
and vendors to this content.

Don: put it on the dita.xml.org site.

Stan: is this something planned on the OT side? Robert: no. 
Stan will work on writing the topics. 

ACTION: Kristin -- will help Stan with dita.xml.org.

Ongoing checks:

1. Status of Mime type topic (Don)
 * [target url and status]
ACTION: DON -- update URL

2. ITEM: Domain integrator
 * DITA DTD Generator
 * http://www.elovirta.com/dita-generator/
 * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00116.html
(Robert's message with more info)
ACTION: Don to add Jarno's recent comments to the agenda

3. ITEM: OASIS hosting of a Web GUI
 * Review progress
(Continuing)

4. ITEM: Request for input on DITA 1.2 use:
 * Status of DITA OT 1.5 reference implementation of 1.2 features:
   * http://dita.xml.org/wiki/plans-for-dita-ot-15
   * Note new list below for collecting affirmations of use.
ACTION: Don - Make OASIS hosting subbullet of item 3.

5. ITEM: Review 1.2 list for items that should be considered for 1.3
 * Update the DITA 1.3 list on the Wiki (Gershon)
 * Action check: Gershon to add his research into the DITA 1.3 Proposals
table.
 
8:59:30-9:00 Announcements/Opens

9:00 Adjourn

References:
Minutes, 23 February 2010 DITA TC Meeting

From: Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
RE: [dita] Minutes, 23 February 2010 DITA TC Meeting

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>

[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

http://www.elovirta.com/dita-generator/
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00116.html
http://dita.xml.org/wiki/plans-for-dita-ot-15
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00004.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00005.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00006.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00005.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00008.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00008.html
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https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/threads.html#00007
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/


============================================
DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
               March 9, 2010
============================================

Minutes from the previous meeting (03/02/10) were accepted:
   - Moved: Don Day
   - Seconded: Kris Eberlein

NOTE: Items #1 - #6 are on the critical path
      toward getting the DITA 1.2 spec out for public review. 
      Item #7 belongs in the "intermediate" phase of activity
      between the start of the public review and the final
      publication of the approved spec.

1. Status of review #3 comment disposition
--------------------------------------------------
   The TC reviewed the completion status of the following
   open sections of the spec:

   a. DITA Processing (Gershon): 
      - AI/Gershon: Complete edits by 03/14
   b. Arch Spec - 5 sections (Eliot): 
      - AI/Eliot: Complete edits by 03/15
      - AI/Seth: Review the comments on these sections to resolve
                 the ones that he can. Collate for Eliot the 
                 the ones that he cannot.
      - AI/Glenn: Chat with Kris and Seth to help as or if needed
                  with resolving and/or collating comments.
   c. Conformance topic (Eliot):
      - AI/Eliot: Complete edits by 03/15

2. Closure on overlapping/redundant content issue
--------------------------------------------------
   Kris reported that a working group consisting of Gershon, Kris,
   Robert, Michael, and Jeff met last Tuesday to:
   - review the comments on the wiki about overlapping content
   - formulate a plan to reorganize those section containing 
     overlapping content.
   Kris has implemented this plan in her section of the arch spec
   introduction. 
   Gershon plans to implement the plan in his DITA Processing 
   sections.
   AI/Kris-Gershon-Robert-Micheal-Jeff: Verify that Gershon is
      OK with his end of implementing the plan and that this issue 
      can be closed. 

3. Closure on open topics.
--------------------------------------------------
  a. Conformance topic (Eliot)
     - AI/Eliot: Complete edits by 03/15
  b. Acknowledgments topic (Don)
     - AI/Eliot: Complete research and write-up by 03/15



     - AI/Kris: Complete research and write-up by 03/15
  c. Mime-type topic (Don)
     - Don reported that the topic is complete and ready 
       for review.
  d. "Map-to-map" cascading (Kris)
     - AI/Kris: Integrate the comments that she has received 
                and distribute a second draft Thursday/PM
                or Friday/AM for review and revision 
                by 03/15.
     - AI/Robert et al: Review the updated topic and get 
       comments right back to Kris. 

4. Closure on terminology
--------------------------------------------------
   The TC reviewed usage of the following terms in the 
   DITA 1.1 and DITA 1.2 specs:
   * hyperlink
   * reference
   * relationship
   - AI/Robert: Review and update the terminology in the 
     DITA Linking topics so they use the DITA 1.1 terms
     reference and relationship. Complete the edits by 
     03/15.
   - AI/Don?: Explore building a document on dita.xml.org
     that would socialize a post-HTML understanding of 
     hyperlinks.
   - AI/Kris: Add this terminology issue to the list of 
     DITA 1.3/2.0 review items.

5. Revise schedule to accommodate the following items
------------------------------------------------------------
   The TC reviewed current milestones and set working dates
   for new ones.

   03/15 Complete Review#3 edits.
   03/15 Complete revisions to reduce redundant content.
   03/15 Complete a set of guidelines for reviewers and authors.
         - AI/Kris: Draft the guidelines by 03/15 and 
           forward to Dick, Stan, and Robert.
   03/22 Begin Review#4 -> DITA TC
                        -> DITA Adoption TC
                        -> OASIS Technical Advisory Board
   04/05 End Review#4 and begin the final edit cycle (2 weeks)
   04/19 Begin Public Review

6. Volunteer to create (or help with creating) Wiki pages for Review #4
------------------------------------------------------------------------
   Stan and Glen volunteered to work with Kris and to get all the 
   Review#4 wiki pages set up. 

7. Assess OASIS look and feel for DITA outputs
--------------------------------------------------
   Don recommended that we identify a coordinator for all the 
   OASIS-specific PDF processing and formatting issues that 



   have come up:
   > Processing issues (bugs)
   > Output PDF formatting conventions and issues

   AI/Eliot: Volunteered to review/fix processing issues once
             a few other activities get cleared away.
   
   AI/Don: Pick this issue up next meeting. 

Meeting adjourned: 12:01PM



Minutes for 16 March 2010 DITA TC Meeting/Call
recorded by Seth Park

DITA TC Wiki: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage

_________________________________________________
Roll call: quorum met

_________________________________________________
Approve minutes from previous business meetings:

    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00031.html (9 March 2010 meeting, Stan Doherty) 
Motion to approve minutes made by Don Day, Seconded by Kristen Eberlein; no objections; motion passes.

_________________________________________________
Subcommittee/liaison reports (skipped for today)

_________________________________________________
1. ITEM: Status of review #3 comments
          * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/TechReview3#Reviewstatus.3AAuthor.27sprogress 

Kristen Eberlein (Kris) reviewed the table on the status wiki page (see link above). Target for review #3 completion not 
met.

Action: Kris to modify schedule targets on http://wiki.oasis-
open.org/dita/TechReview3#Reviewstatus.3AAuthor.27sprogress

_________________________________________________
2. ITEM: Closure on overlapping/redundant content issue
          * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201001/msg00096.html 
             (Eberlein, 12 January 2010)
          * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/OverlapReview3
          * 9 March: Dependency on completion of review #3 topics for the processing section; 
            reorganization of processing section 
            
Action: Kris, Robert Anderson (Robert) and Gershon Joseph (Gershon) to meet this week to discuss remaining 
redundant information.
_________________________________________________
3. ITEM: Status of open topics:
         1. Conformance topic (Eliot)
         
Eliot describes the conformance statement as "as good as it can be for 1.2" and ready for review #4. (Issue closed)

         2. Acknowledgments topic (Don)

Action: Kris and Don to continue work.

          3. "Map-to-map" cascading (Eberlein) 
Kris requests help with this topic and will continue to work on it.
Action: Any TC member who can help, please contact Kris.

_________________________________________________



4. ITEM: Draft of guidelines for reviewers and author
          * Developed by Kris Eberlein, Robert Anderson, Stan Doherty, and Dick Hamilton; 
            intended to be as light-weight as possible
          * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/ReviewGuidelines 

Several TC members express their gratitude for this work, particularly those who are eager to help but find it difficult to 
participate at this late stage.
_________________________________________________
5. ITEM: Eliot's comments about Customization section:
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00041.html 

Eliot makes a motion to move the Customization topic to the appendix and implement the changes as recorded by 
Michael Priestley (MP). Dana Spradley seconded the motion; no objections; motion passes.

Actions:
 * Eliot to implement the changes (per MP comments)
 * Kris to modify the maps (to move the topic into the appendix)

_________________________________________________
6. ITEM: Eliot's request to the TC on filenaming conventions:
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00042.html 

Eliot describes the file naming information as three types:
 1) Naming content (.dita, .ditamap). If that content is normative, it must be moved to a more appropriate area.
 
 2) DTD component naming (.mod, .ent) is already documented by the coding requirements
 
 3) Out-of-scope (.xsl, .css) recommendations should be removed.
 
Don and Kris offered justifications for having these naming conventions described in a single topic. Content navigation 
was one such justification.

MP offered justifications for describing .xsl and .css recommendations.

Decision is to modify the topic composition and placement as it was in DITA 1.1, while preserving recommendations 
new to 1.2 (e.g., constraint domains and attribute domains must be documented)

Actions:
 * Kris will implement the composition and placement changes.
 * Eliot will review the new version of the topic.

_________________________________________________
8:55 Adjourn 

_________________________________________________
Action item summary

All TC members
 * If you can help Kris with "map-to-map" cascading topic, contact Kris.

Robert Anderson    
 * Meet with Kris and Gershon this week to discuss remaining redundant information.  
 
Don Day



 * Continue work on the Acknowledgments topic with Kris
 * Add Jarno's public comment to the agenda for next meeting

Kristen Eberlein
 * Modify schedule targets on 
   http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/TechReview3#Reviewstatus.3AAuthor.27sprogress   
 * Meet with Robert and Gershon this week to discuss remaining redundant information.      
 * Continue work on the Acknowledgments topic with Don
 * Continue working on "map-to-map" cascading
 * Modify the maps such that "Customization" appears in the appendix (rather than current location)
 * Implement the DITA 1.1 composition and placement of the filenaming conventions topic.

Eliot Kimber
 * Modify "Customization" topic per MP comments
 * Review Kris' modified file naming convention topic

Gershon Joseph
 * Meet with Robert and Kris this week to discuss remaining redundant information.      



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 23 March 2010 at 08:00am PT for 60 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call

> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meetings: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00046.html (16 March 2010, Seth Park)
> Minutes accepted by acclamation (Don moved, JoAnn seconded)

Subcommittee/liaison reports (as needed, skip for today)

Business:

Review TC status with respect to DITA 1.2 draft and schedule
 * Information about contributors, deadlines, editorial guidelines, Subversion
   clients, and more 
 * Remember that our focus on must be on get DITA 1.2 out for public review 

 1. ITEM: Status of review #3 comments 
    * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/TechReview3#Reviewstatus.3AAuthor.27sprogress

 2. ITEM: Closure on overlapping/redundant content issue 
    * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201001/msg00096.html (Eberlein, 12 January 
2010) 
    * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/OverlapReview3 
    * 9 March: Dependency on completion of review #3 topics for the processing
      section; reorganization of processing section 

 3. ITEM: Status of open topics: 
    a. Conformance topic (Eliot)
> Closed previously. It's as good as it's going to get for the 1.2 spec.

    b. Acknowledgments topic (Don)
> No update at this time. Don sent the list to Kristen and they plan to 
  continue.

    c. "Map-to-map" cascading (Eberlein)
> Robert: Kristen finishing off and will work with Robert through to completion.

 4. ITEM: Draft of guidelines for reviewers and author 



    * Developed by Kris Eberlein, Robert Anderson, Stan Doherty, and Dick 
      Hamilton; intended to be as light-weight as possible 
    * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/ReviewGuidelines 
> Information only, closed last week.

 5. ITEM: Check on schedule:
    * 15 March 2010 -- Writers complete addressing all review #3 comments.
> Robert: Kris and I completed the processing section. There are still some 
> loose ends to tie up today.

    * 15 March 2010 -- Guidelines for reviewers and authors established.
> Done.

    * 22 March 2010 -- Fourth draft complete; fourth internal review begins. 
      This review will include the OASIS DITA Adoption Committee and the OASIS 
      Technical Advisory Board (TAB). DITA TC members will review only selected
      topics and sections; members of the Adoption Committee and the TAB are 
      welcome to review everything. Kris and Robert

    * 5 April -- Fourth review complete; authors begin working review comments.

    * 19 April -- Authors complete all review comments.

    * 26 April -- Final draft ready to submit to OASIS for public review and 
      official-approval process kick-off. This draft must include all 
      substantive content; if we need to add substantive content after the 
      public review begins, it will require us to restart the approval process.

New issues for today: 

 1. New ITEM: keyref and keydef issue: possible vote required
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00051.html (Ogden) 

> Robert: Anybody using the keys inherits the defaulted values (e.g. @toc, 
> @print, @linking) and we should therefore not default them (since we now 
> have @resource-only). The proposal is to remove these defaults and also make 
> explicit the list of attributes not carried over as part of the keyref 
> resolution processing.
> Adopting this proposal requires changes to schema, DTD and lang spec topic 
> that Robert owns. Overall a pretty trivial change.
> Robert moved to accept the changes as recorded in these minutes. Bruce 
> seconded. Motion carries by acclamation.
> DECISION: Update DTDs, schema and lang spec to fix this keyref issue.

Things that can be accomplished DURING public review (treat as ongoing checks 
for now):

 1. Assess OASIS look and feel for DITA outputs (designate a coordinator for 
    input and discussion?) 
    * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/PDFFormattingIssues 

 2. Lessons Learned--anything we can start with already? 



> Robert suggested we come back to this item after 1.2 is released as a spec.

 3. Scan Wiki pages for review #1, review #2, and review #3 to identify items 
    deferred to DITA 1.3 
    * Link with the work plan of items to handle during the public review 
> Gershon is scanning the previous minutes. He said he would appreciate 
> someone scanning the review wiki pages. Discuss in future meeting with more 
> participants.

Ongoing checks:

 1. dita.xml.org page on build scripts (Stan, Kris Eberlein)
> Stan: making progress. Ongoing progress – revisit next week.

2. ITEM: Domain integrator 
   * DITA DTD Generator 
   * http://www.elovirta.com/dita-generator/ 
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00116.html (Robert's message with more info) 
   * OASIS hosting of a Web GUI for this generator?
> JoAnn: Next week's Adoption TC meeting will include Hal going over the tool 
> to show folks what it does. Then we'd need someone to fix up the UI.
> Robert suggested inviting the developer to the call.
> JoAnn agreed to do so.

Announcements/Opens 

> Don: I will be at the DITA North America conference and will be chairing the 
> DITA 1.2 panel. JoAnn asked all TC members who will be there and would like 
> to participate on the panel please contact JoAnn.

*** Meeting adjourned after 31 minutes ***



0. Minutes: TC Meeting 03/23/2010
   - Moved:    Don Day
   - Seconded: Bruce Nevin
   - Approved by acclamation.

1. Status of review #3 comments
   - Configuration and extension: Eliot will complete rejigging and 
     updating a couple of topics; Kristen to help moving them to an 
     appendix. 
   - AI/Eliot: Finish the rejigging and edits.
   - AI/Kristen: Move the updated topics to the appendix.

2. Status of overlapping content  
   - Kristen reported that this is well underway. What she cannot complete
     within time available, she'll triage and note. 
   - AI/Kristen: Complete within time constraints.

3. Open topics:
   - Acknowledgements: Don plans to get together with Kristen this week to 
     wrap up the open issues.
   - Map-to-map cascading: Kristen reported that she has done a lot of work 
     on this topic, but does not believe that she can move it further long. 
     She requested that a volunteer pick it up. Robert volunteered.
   - AI/Robert: Finish up the topic this week. 

4. Schedule updates:
   - 04/05  Complete edits based on Review #3 comments.
   - 04/12  Complete builds for Review#4; begin review as soon as feasible.
   - 05/04  Meet (TC and authors) to review/triage comments.   
   - 05/16  Complete updates and edits based on Review#4 comments.
   - 05/18  Review (by TC) of updated spec.
   - 05/25  Vote (by TC) to release for public review.
   - 06/01  Release spec to OASIS for public review.

   AI/Writers: Escalate status ASAP when you feel yourself possibly 
   falling behind or when you see opportunities to get help.

   AI/Paul Grasso: Assist Eliot in reviewing incoming comments.
   Triage as needed.

5. DITA 1.2 Draft updates
   - Don clarified that he is maintaining the spec updates posted to 
     the wiki and is committed to monitor and update them. 
   - AI/Update the posted specs as needed.

6. Activities appropriate for the review period.
   - Errata topic(s): We need to clarify whether we can produce and maintain
     a spec errata document after the spec has been formally approved. 
   - AI/Don: Check with Mary about the benefits or drawbacks of
     incorporating into the current spec a statement/pointer to an 
     errata document.
   - AI/TC: Discuss and resolve what sorts of changes made to the spec
     while it is out for public review require formal annotation.



     > indexing?
     > punctuation?
   - AI/TC: Determine what we should use as a repository for incoming
     comments during the public review.

7. Spec subsets
   - Stan updated the TC about his progress in building two new
     DITA maps, ant scripts, and a home page on dita.xml.org.
   - AI/Stan: Continue progress and submit DITA maps to SVN when 
     they are stable.

8. Jarno Elovirta comments
   - The TC reviewed Jarno's comment and determined that it is a consistency
     issue.
   - AI/Robert: Update the one topic that is now inconsistent.
   - AI/Robert: Update Jarno on status.

9. Domain generator
   - The DITA Adoption TC had a demo of the domain generator yesterday.
     Although these sorts of tools are neither a deliverable nor a 
     responsibility of our TC, encouraging tools that promote best
     implementation practices consistent with our spec makes sense. 
   - The URL to the latest demo generator was updated on our wiki. 

12:03PM/EST Meeting adjourned.



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 6 April 2010 at 08:00am PT for 57 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call

> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00089.html (29 March 2010 meeting, Doherty)
  * question about dates, Grosso
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00090.html
  * correction to minutes about schedule, Eberlein
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201004/msg00002.html
> Paul had 2 amendments:
> * 1) Dates, which Kristen updated via email.
> * 2) Issue regarding Don's action item to check with Mary about corrigenda.
> Minutes approved as amended in Paul's email. Paul Seconded. Approved by 
> acclamation.

BUSINESS

1. ITEM: Status of review #3 comments 
   * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/TechReview3#Reviewstatus.3AAuthor.27sprogress
   * Still open; date to close?
> Eliot will work with Eric Sirois to close the XSD item EOB tomorrow.
> Eliot: In rework in file naming conventions, current file talks about CSS and
> XSL file naming, but I could not remember where we said that should go. 
> MP: I think we said Appendix.
> Eliot: The change I made was adding a topic to the introduction file
> naming conventions for all content, and left the file naming conventions for
> the DTD and schema in the introduction to configuration and specialization
> section. 
> MP: We agreed to include them in both places. 
> Eliot agreed to do this.
> JH: Robert and I finalized the task topic over the weekend.

2. ITEM: Closure on overlapping/redundant content issue 
>  Covered earlier in this meeting (see item 1 above)

3. ITEM: Status of open topics: 
   a. Acknowledgments topic (Don)
> Don: in progress, will be put in subversion later today.
   b. "Map-to-map" cascading (Anderson)



> Robert checked in updates yesterday and it's ready for draft 4.
> CLOSED.

4. ITEM: Check on schedule: 
   * 5 April 2010 -- Writers complete addressing all review #3 comments.
> KE: We're closing our last topics today/tomorrow, so let's go ahead and build
> our next review.
> Asked Stan to help building the Wiki review pages for review 4.
> Robert created some XSL scripts that generate review Wiki pages from the 
> Eclipse output. Stan and Kris to try it out.
> NOTE TO ALL AUTHORS: Any changes to files must be made by EOB today; add 
> <draft-comments> for anything to be addressed after we go to review #4. No 
> comments should be added to the 3rd review pages at this time -- instead wait
> for the 4th review Wiki pages and add them there.
   * 12-30 April 2010 -- Fourth internal review.
> KE: On track to launch review no later than 12 April.

5. ITEM: Disposition of comment from Jarno Elovirta 
   * DITA 1.2 attribute domain naming conventions 
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/201002/msg00000.html 
> Robert: Jarno pointed out 2 places in the spec that seem to contradict. I 
> think we should do the update the other way to preserve DITA 1.1 pattern 
> instead of the way Jarno requested that would use a new pattern that's not 
> the same as 1.1.
> TC consensus to make the suggested change.
> ACTION: Robert to either update the topic today or add Review #4 comment if 
> unable to update the topic by EOB today. 
> CLOSED.

6. ITEM: Link text and key references 
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201004/msg00000.html (Nitchie) 
   * A resurrected discussion that needs closure. Review Chris's suggested 
     text for proposal and approval. 
> Chris N: Topic on keyref discusses elements with @href and elements without
> @href. The case for non-@href is clear. The case for @href is not clear how 
> processors should behave. I think the fallback linktext should be used -- need
> to clarify that the spec says what we mean it to say.
> ACTION: Chris N to suggest wording change for spec and add it to the Wiki 
> review #4 comments.
> Revisit next week.

7. New ITEM: build Wiki pages for the review? 
   * Stan previously volunteered; confirm that he can do it this week. 
> Covered in item above.
> CLOSED per Kristen's comment above.

8. New ITEM: Disposition of Task comment "DO WHAT?" 
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00087.html (Sirois and Hackos) 
> JH: In the task description there is a cross reference to Robert's description
> of how to handle the migration issues of previous specializations ("migrating 
> dita 1.1 to 1.2).
> Robert: This item is done. The comments will be added to the draft 4 Wiki. 
> CLOSED.



9. New ITEM: Base vs. non-base 
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201003/msg00092.html (Hamilton) 
> Dick: Base in spec (e.g. <title>) content model includes elements in non-base
> domains (eg. <apiname>). Package includes the "base" directory, but is missing
> the topic and map shell DTDs. Same issue with XSDs.
> ACTION: Robert and Eric to create the required base shells.
> Kristen: We do have a known issue that the base elements in the spec
> documentation have the full content model. The TC agreed in a previous meeting
> to defer handling this documentation issue to the DITA 1.3 spec release.
> The above-mentioned DTD and schema changes must be in place for review #4.

Announcements/Opens 

>Don raised the idea of having a TC meeting at the CMS/DITA 2010 conference. 
> JoAnn to investigate possibilities for folks to participate in a call. 
> The TC will revisit this next week in light of possible business we may or 
> may not have for the meeting that week.

*** Meeting adjourned after 57 minutes ***



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 13 April 2010 at 08:00am PT for 60 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <xmlmeister@gmail.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call

> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201004/msg00015.html (6 April 2010 meeting, Joseph)
> Minutes accepted by acclamation (Don moved, Kristen seconded).

Action Item Review: (new standing item)

 * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php 
   * Gershon to give brief demo of the KAVI action item tracking tool. He'll 
     use WebEx for the demo.
> Gershon gave a demo of the action tracking tool.
> Don noted that we'll use this tool moving forward, allowing us to track
> actions via the system instead of keeping business items open to review its
> actions. We will review open (and closed) actions at the start of each 
> meeting, as a new standard agenda item.

BUSINESS

ITEM: Volunteers to review key sections of the architectural spec topics 
 * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/TechReview4#Reviewstatus.3AReviewer.27sprogress 
 * Hot areas: Metadata, Processing, "Configuration, extension, and constraints," Appendices 
> Members volunteered to review sections. The review table in the above link 
> will be updated to reflect the assignments.

ITEM: PDF formatting: Changes needed before public review? 
 * Volunteer to coordinate this work effort? 
 * Work effort involves the following tasks: 
   * Scan PDF and identify problems (we can divide this into several chunks, 
     each for separate people) 
   * Triage problems into what must be addressed before public review and what 
     can be addressed during it 
   * Modify OASIS-styled XSL transformation 
   * Communicate with Suite Solutions about problems that concern their work 
   * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/PDFFormattingIssues 
> Kris: Examples of issues are dead links, text overruns in table cells.



> JoAnn offered to scan the arch spec portion.
> Dick will scan the PDFs of the topics he's reviewing.
> Gershon offered to review the PDFs as well.
> All issues must be logged on the above Wiki page.
> Gershon to drive the PDF formatting activity, with Don helping with issue 
> resolution.

ITEM: Link text and key references 
 * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201004/msg00000.html (Nitchie) 
 * Review Chris Nitchie's suggested text for proposal and approval (see Review 
   #4 comments) 
> CLOSED (see Chris's AI in KAVI).

ITEM: Review meeting schedule for next week (DITA CIDM conference timing) 
> No meeting next week 20th April. Next meeting will be on 27th April at 
> regular time.

*** Meeting adjourned after 60 minutes ***



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 27 April 2010 at 08:00am PT for 56 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call
> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201004/msg00079.html (13 April 2010
  meeting, Joseph)
> Minutes accepted by acclamation. Don moved. Kristen seconded.

Subcommittee/liaison reports

* OASIS DITA Adoption TC
> Don asked JoAnn/Gershon to report next week, provided no urgent DITA 1.2 
> spec draft issues arise next week.

Action Items: 
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php 
> Only one open item, which Gershon will get to after the DITA 1.2 review 
> closes.

BUSINESS

1. ITEM: Check on schedule
* 12 April 2010 -- 12 April 2010: Fourth internal review begins. This review 
  will include the OASIS DITA Adoption Committee and the OASIS Technical 
  Advisory Board (TAB). DITA TC members will review only selected topics and 
  sections; members of the Adoption Committee and the TAB are welcome to review 
  everything. (Note: Review *will* start earlier if it is possible to complete 
  builds and set up Wiki pages before 12 April.)
* http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/TechReview4. 
> Kris: Reminded people this internal review ends on April 30th. We went through
> the reviews to get status. Asked reviewers to update the status table as they
> move along. Friday is a hard deadline; there is no room for slack.

2. ITEM: Recap of CMS/DITA 2010 panel presentation on DITA 1.2
> Don reviewed the DITA 1.2 panel that took place at the conference in Santa 
> Clara.
> Kris mentioned that many conference attendees reflected their concern on the 
> DITA spec getting very complex with each release. A number of TC members 



> received similar feedback.
> Michael: There's been a proposal to come up with a starter set of DITA that 
> has the bare minimum rather than our current full-house package. Consider this
> for 1.3.
> Eliot floated the idea of having separate TCs for each vertical instead of 
> having this single TC try to handle everything.
> ACTION: Michael to add to 1.3 feature list an item around opening an SC for a
> DITA subset.

3. New ITEM: Recap of OASIS Chairs discussion of Spec Prep discussion
* Background by Priestley
> OASIS asked for input on things they could do for chairs to ease the spec 
> development process.
> Michael: Led to long thread on toolsets used to write the specs. Idea of XML 
> model for spec development. Advantages are ability to validate required 
> sections, etc. instead of the current manual checks. Some chairs feel a tool 
> with formatting is better. Michael proposed a solution for authoring, 
> checking and publishing specs using DITA. This spec tool would support any 
> validating DITA authoring tool, and spec content would be saved in the OASIS 
> repository. Need to see how much interest there is for this.
> Don mentioned concerns that editing in a WYSIWYG environment is preferred, 
> but they didn't seem to understand that one can edit XML in such an 
> environment if it's set up.
> Michael will ask the chairs if there is interest in putting together a 
> DITA-based spec authoring and publishing hosted solution and see if there is 
> enough interest to move Michael's recommendation forward.
> ACTION: Michael will offer to do a demo of the IBM hosted authoring 
> environment for the chairs to see if there is interest in building something 
> similar for OASIS.
> Another item that was raised on the thread was to invite Mary McRae to the 
> TC meeting from time to time. Don feels that the meeting we have our 1.2 
> spec vote may be a good one, or the preceding meeting. 
> ACTION: Don to invite Mary to the meeting.
> ACTION: Kris to forward the initial email plus any other interesting threads 
> as a single email to the list.

Announcements/Opens 

*** Meeting adjourned after 56 minutes ***
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I just saw that Glen sent the minutes directly to me and not the list ...

Kris

Kristen James Eberlein
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1. Roll Call: Quorum present.

Regrets from: Seth Park

2. Approve minutes from previous meeting, as amended

(http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201005/msg00000.html).

Minutes accepted by acclamation. Don moved, Kristen seconded.

 

Postponed Gershon's report on DITA Adoption TC meeting to next meeting.

 

ACTIONS:

1. Kris to remove references to "head schema" in spec.

2. Eliot and Paul to discuss Schema example with Eric Sirois to determine if it is valid.

3. Gershon to post a request to members of the TC to handle the PDF formatting issues.

4. Kris to contact Mary McRae about whether temporary URLs are needed in the heading of the specification release.

5. Kris to talk with Robert Anderson about creation of TOC outline numbering in Spec Web Page release.

 

BUSINESS:

1. Don turned floor over to Kristen to direct discussion about status of review round 4.

Kris referenced 6 items on Wiki page that are critical for OASIS approval.

http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage

 

Kris stated that the review was on track. Review comments at

http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/TechReview4#Reviewstatus.3AHandlingreviewcomments

 

Discussion of some of the comments. Kris asked for any recollection of "head schema" and the sense was that the term
was supposed to be removed.

 

Kris turned the floor to Gershon to discuss the processing area.

 

Gershon discussed his priority tagging notation for dealing with comments: Substantive with yellow icon must be

http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201005/msg00000.html
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/TechReview4#Reviewstatus.3AHandlingreviewcomments
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addressed; Substantive with blue icon are nice to be addressed, include organization issues, content not making sense to
reviewers, etc.; Editorial with green icon is wordsmithing, but not critical; remainder of categories are not essential to
complete before the 1.2 spec is released. For example, see LEGEND section on

http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/processing-ditaAddressing4

 

Kris asked Eliot or Paul to address the Configuration, extension and constraints section. Eliot has looked through the
comments, did not see anything too onerous. Paul requested input on items in red from other members of the call. The
first issue was raised by Robert Anderson, but he was not on the call. Michael summarized Robert's objection to the
wording about the DITA doctypes, which position is shared by many.

 

Next issue was over the inconsistency over use of FPIs versus URNs in the DTD topics. Most instances use FPIs, one
used a URN. All examples are correct, but the consistency is at question. Agreed to use FPI in all examples so as not to
confuse the reader by implying significance where none exists.

 

Next substantive issue was an invalid schema example for discussion with Eric Sirois.

 

An editorial issue about reference to SVG DTD was discussed.

 

A substantive issue about topic name for "Module Entity Declaration File" was raised--improper topic name. Eliot to
examine.

 

Kris stated there are two weeks (May 18th) remaining for these comments to be addressed. Less important editorial
comments to be addressed in a second pass if time permits.

 

John Hunt joined the call to discuss two comments from Kris about "unnecessary levels of nesting". John agreed to
address these.

 

Kris mentioned that most of the changes to the language reference were minor editorial changes or typos, and these
could be left to Robert to address at his discretion.

 

 

3. PDF Formatting Issues discussion.

Problems with hyperlinks and text in table cells.

Kris asked if Gershon needs help. Gershon was willing to send an announcement to the TC to ask if someone could

http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/processing-ditaAddressing4
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take this issue on.

 

 

4. DITA 1.2 Spec overview

Kris to contact Mary McRae about temporary links on top of spec.

 

5. DITA 1.2 TOC Page

Kris to speak with Robert Anderson about how to create outline numbering in web-based release of DITA spec.

 

6. Review action items

 

7. Don adjourned the meeting at 1200 EDT.

 

Thank you,

Glenn

G. Emerson Consulting, Inc.

OASIS DITA TC Member

 +1-585-732-6984 | Twitter: Glenn_Emerson | Skype: glenn.emerson | www.gemersonconsulting.com

 

Minutes for Tuesday May 4, 2010

Chaired by Don Day 
Minutes by Glenn Emerson

1. Roll Call: Quorum present.
Regrets from: Seth Park
2. Approve minutes from previous meeting, as amended (http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201005/msg00000.html). Minutes accepted by 
acclamation. Don moved, Kristen seconded.

Postponed Gershon's report on DITA Adoption TC meeting to next meeting.

ACTIONS:
1. Kris to remove references to "head schema" in spec.
2. Eliot and Paul to discuss Schema example with Eric Sirois to determine if it is valid.
3. Gershon to post a request to members of the TC to handle the PDF formatting issues.
4. Kris to contact Mary McRae about whether temporary URLs are needed in the heading of the 
specification release.
5. Kris to talk with Robert Anderson about creation of TOC outline numbering in Spec Web Page 
release.

BUSINESS:
1. Don turned floor over to Kristen to direct discussion about status of review round 4. 
Kris referenced 6 items on Wiki page that are critical for OASIS approval. http://wiki.oasis-
open.org/dita/FrontPage

https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201005/www.gemersonconsulting.com
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201005/msg00000.html
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201005/msg00000.html
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage
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Kris stated that the review was on track. Review comments at http://wiki.oasis-
open.org/dita/TechReview4#Reviewstatus.3AHandlingreviewcomments

Discussion of some of the comments. Kris asked for any recollection of "head schema" and the sense 
was that the term was supposed to be removed.

Kris turned the floor to Gershon to discuss the processing area.

Gershon discussed his priority tagging notation for dealing with comments: Substantive with yellow 
icon must be addressed; Substantive with blue icon are nice to be addressed, include organization 
issues, content not making sense to reviewers, etc.; Editorial with green icon is wordsmithing, but 
not critical; remainder of categories are not essential to complete before the 1.2 spec is 
released.
For example, see LEGEND section on http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/processing-ditaAddressing4

Kris asked Eliot or Paul to address the Configuration, extension and constraints section.
Eliot has looked through the comments, did not see anything too onerous. Paul requested input on 
items in red from other members of the call. The first issue was raised by Robert Anderson, but he 
was not on the call. Don summarized Robert's objection to the wording about the DITA doctypes, 
which position is shared by many.

Next issue was over the inconsistency over use of FPIs versus URNs in the DTD topics. Most 
instances use FPIs, one used a URN. All examples are correct, but the consistency is at question. 
Agreed to use FPI in all examples so as not to confuse the reader by implying significance where 
none exists.

Next substantive issue was an invalid schema example for discussion with Eric Sirois.

An editorial issue about reference to SVG DTD was discussed.

A substantive issue about topic name for "Module Entity Declaration File" was raised--improper 
topic name. Eliot to examine.

Kris stated there are two weeks (May 18th) remaining for these comments to be addressed.

Less important editorial comments to be addressed in a second pass if time permits.

John Hunt joined the call to discuss two comments from Kris about "unnecessary levels of nesting". 
John agreed to address these.

Kris mentioned that most of the changes to the language reference were minor editorial changes or 
typos, and these could be left to Robert to address at his discretion.

3. PDF Formatting Issues discussion.
Problems with hyperlinks and text in table cells.
Kris asked if Gershon needs help. Gershon was willing to send an announcement to the TC to ask if 
someone could take this issue on.

4. DITA 1.2 Spec overview
Kris to contact Mary McRae about temporary links on top of spec.

5. DITA 1.2 TOC Page
Kris to speak with Robert Anderson about how to create outline numbering in web-based release of 
DITA spec.

6. Review action items

7. Don adjourned the meeting at 1200 EDT.
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Minutes for 11 May 2010 DITA TC meeting (taken by Don Day)

8:00-8:05 Roll call (the meeting had quorum)
> During roll call, it was noted that the telecon passcode listed on the Calendar pages was still wrong. Kris Eberlein 
amended the affected pages at the time, and that issue should be solved for now.

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
    * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201005/msg00000.html (4 May 2010 meeting, 
Emerson) 
> Don moved, Seconded by Bruce Nevin, no objections; approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports
    * OASIS DITA Adoption TC (11 May 2010)
> Gershon reported. This TC met yesterday. Had participated in 4th draft review, had good input. Continues to approve 
articles (guide on creating doctype shell, xtm best practice) to be posted in near future.

Action Items:
    * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php 

ANNOUNCEMENT:
   1. Member Dana Spradley has passed away 
>Don held a minute of silence in his memory
>Action: Gershon to ask Mary about appropriate notifications about Dana's memory in the Acks page
>Action: Don to post the actual names to the TC mailing list for opt-out (get from review pages)
>Action: Don to write to Dana's manager to ask about Oracle continuing representation (Troy K?)

BUSINESS: Key links:
   1. ITEM: Check on schedule:
 >         * Our next date is 16 May: Authors complete all review comments

   2. ITEM: Assess author status in addressing review #4 comments
          * Reports about status:
                o TOC, organization: Eberlein
                o Introduction: Eberlein
                o DITA markup: Eberlein
> Kris needs help from Robert--email and phone call to close off
                o ! Processing: Joseph
> A few P1 comments remain; Gershon is managing contacts to close on his questions
                o ! Configuration, extension, and constraints: Kimber and Grosso
> Eliot may be able to finish reviews. 
                o Learning and training: Hunt
> Gershon noted two comments by Kris on L&T; she will follow up with John
                o Language reference: Anderson
> Discussion about details and appropriateness; this is on track.
                o Appendix: Eberlein 
   3. New ITEM: New external discussion that relates to 1.2 explanations
          * http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/dita-users/message/18336 (Eliot's reply; see full thread) 
> This is a non-issue for now; Jeremy Griffith needs to go through the review process.
> Action: Don to add comment taking process to questions for Mary next week.
> Closed

   4. ITEM: Review action items generated by this meeting 
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> Seth asked about Gershon's call for help on PDF (Don had taken the item off the agenda since it was tracked through 
Actions)
> Seth will assist Gershon with items.
> Don asked about involving Suite Solutions at this point. Gershon suggests we start after the list has been resolved. 
Gershon reminds us that Tony Self and he can do the job if not Joe Gelb.
> Kris noted broken hyperlinks in the PDF. Robert will take a look at this.
> Don noted the PDF Formatting Issues page for the minutes:
> http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/PDFFormattingIssues

> For next week, all review issues dealt with, new builds ready for Monday
> Action: Robert to look into ToC numbering for HTML overview; (complete by 17th)

> Discussion about MI element rebasing; we agreed these are not critical
> Action: Cris K to ask MI group to document the rationale for now; all remaining comments not specifically addressed 
will be captured as future issues.

> Don: TC members please consider questions you have for Mary for next week. Don will remind her.

>8:59 Don adjourned the meeting
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Minutes for 18 May 2010 DITA TC meeting (taken by Bruce Nevin)
 
8:00-8:05 PT Roll call (the meeting had quorum)
 
Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
    *
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201005/
msg00000.html
(11 May 2010 meeting, Day) 
> Don moved, Seconded by Bruce Nevin, no objections; approved by
acclamation.
 
Subcommittee/liaison reports
    * OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee (John Hunt, IBM)
John has chaired since Fall of 2007. Spec, content types, domains. Eager
for approval of DITA 1.2 later this year. Very encouraging updates as
draft spec etc. have been made available, many from the recent CMS
conference. Most vendors support L&T or plan to. Case study by Oberon
Technologies, working with The American College (training & courseware),
Mandate from Dean, have moved to full adoption, 4500 DITA topics. F2F
with SC members and observers. Troy K.'s presentation well received. All
review comments taken care of. 
 
Don: Everyone must maintain the list of adopters up to date.
 
Action Items:
    *
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.p
hp
 
Those with due or overdue items should close them ASAP. 
 
Appropriate acknowledgement of Dana Spradley in the 1.2 Acknowledgements
-- carried to items below.
 
BUSINESS: Key links:
   1. ITEM: Mary McRae attended to walk us through process and timeline.
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Timeline_for_draft-to-approval_process
There is no requirement for a list of implementers for Public Review,
though it's nice to have.
 
Have meeting, approve overview document that links to all parts of spec.
(We now have all in just one specification document, much simpler.) We
approve the spec. One of the editors updates the CS number, note that it
passed, put request to Mary to put it in the OASIS location. Zip as
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attachment is OK. Mary checks the document against the checklist (we
should have done this previously). She may return it for fixes. She will
then post it for public review with instructions. All comments must be
submitted to the comment list. If we receive comments directly,
acknowledge with thanks & request to submit properly. 
 
We can't create a new revision (new number) during review. We can create
new revisions internally, for review and incorporation once the public
review is over. Cannot designate them as committee drafts, only as
revisions to the existing committee draft. Cannot invite people to see
these drafts or our discussions of them. We can say how we intend to
address a given comment, but can't put out the revision as such. Track
revisions in comment resolution log or in some other suitable way. Can
request JIRA issue tracker if we want, or use spreadsheet, or the like.
Can use wiki page if we wish.
 
Review period ends at 60 days. As long as even a single comment has come
in, can't do anything for seven days. With revisions, may want to go out
for additional 15 day review--if substantive changes, must do so.
Substantive: would it break an implementation that might have been made
conforming to the spec as sent to Public Review. Then prepare new
revision, vote to approve as new committee draft. Vote to submit to
committee specification ballot. Mary needs comment resolution log
(exported to document, uploaded to Kavi). Mary then runs the CS ballot. 
 
OASIS approval for our look and feel: Send it to Mary for approval.
Would like us to upload it so the transforms are on the templates page.
DocBook has a guide for proper usage of their 'template.'
 
Recommendation that we don't defer things. If there are things that need
change, change them before we send the review draft out. Or if leaving
holes, note them, and know up front that doing so requires a subsequent
15-day review. If big holes, do more than 15 days. If more than an
occasional red line, give reviewers time. Reviewers naturally would
prefer to review only once, or as few as possible, and be finished.
 
Kris: Things that typically come up to be deferred are refinements that
don't affect the content, such as correcting the index, correcting
effective markup for consistency, XSLT conformity to OASIS templates.
Mary agrees these are low impact and can be deferred without objection. 
 
Mary asked how our discussion of packaging was resolved. Kris: as simple
as possible, no multiple packages, just as needed for particular
communities. Mary very pleased that we're doing a CHM. Michael: why do
packages make the review more difficult? Mary: which package makes up
the spec? As long as we can say the spec lives here, in this full
package, and these other things are subset distribution, that's fine.
Don: we'll include instructions on how to build a subset. Mary agrees
this is good. Mary: it would be good to formalize the vertical community
divisions. XACML and SAML have profiles, for example. Must then update
the profiles as well as the spec, but you'd want to do that anyway.
 
Su-Laine: links between topics would be helpful. Can we do this during
the public review? Mary: Yes, no impact on substance while increasing
usability. Feel free to add the CHM link for public review if we want.
Don: we prefer not, because it's difficult for users to provide an
address for a comment. Mary: If some bit is left out of the CHM, just
detail that. We could provide the CHM for those who want it for
usability, with instruction to use the PDF as reference frame for
comments.
 
ACTION: Mary to put link to checklist in the wiki page.
 

2. ITEM: Check on schedule:
 
Kris noted the sad news that Eliot has been called away with somber
family responsibilities (his father's death)A number of TC members
stepped in to help with his items.
 
         * Review comments all completed.
Overview document needs review, Kris feels that it needs some revision.
TC members should send email to the list about desired changes before
next week, so that we all get notifications. TC members need to update
the overview file by sending content to the alias for Kris, Gershon, and
Robert.
 
Su-Laine: Add relationship table during public review. 
 
Kris: How do we get appropriate OASIS URLs for inclusion in these
documents. Robert: Last time that involved considerable back-and-forth
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communication with Mary to get them right. We hope there's a better
process now. Robert will help Kris with this. Must be done before public
review because it involves the cover pages. 
 
Kris advised us that some of the links in the formal TOC presently don't
resolve properly in the XHTML output.
 
ACTION: Kris: open new wiki page for short review between now and Friday
of this week.
ACTION: Robert: Assist Kris and Gerson with updates to the overview
file.
 
Don: Next week focus on necessary updates and on fixing outstanding PDF
problems.
 
9:01 PT Don adjourned the meeting
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========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 25 May 2010 at 08:00am PT for 32 
minutes.

Chaired by Secretary Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>
in place of Don Day (official TC Chari)
Minutes recorded by Seth Park <seth.park@freescale.com>

=======================================================
Roll call

> Quorum was achieved.

_______________________________________________________
Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
 * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201005/msg00087.html  (18 May 2010 meeting, Bruce Nevin) 

> Gershon Joseph (Gershon) motions that we accept the minutes as recorded.
> Motion seconded by Kristen Eberlein (Kris) and Chris Kravogel

_______________________________________________________
Subcommittee/liaison reports: 
(none this week)

_______________________________________________________
Review of action items: 
(nothing to report)

=======================================================
BUSINESS

_______________________________________________________
1 ITEM: Vote on DITA 1.2 spec CD 01 submission for public review
 * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201005/msg00138.html

> Gershon motions to accept the the normative XHTML document (see link above) as the official committee draft of 
DITA 1.2 and request that it goes to public review.

> Motion seconded by JoAnn Hackos

> Gershon invites objections. None voiced.

> Michael Priestley requests a one-by-one vote.

> Kris calls the names of each present voting member. 100% of responses were "yes" (to approve the motion made by 
Gershon)

_______________________________________________________
2 ITEM: PDF formatting
 * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/PDFFormattingIssues



Seth Park explained that the 1.2 PDF was created from the new OASIS spec plugin, which is under development. The 
formatting for the first page is not yet complete, so the cover page of the 1.2 PDF was added manually using Adobe 
Acrobat and the XHTML cover page. Seth expects to have the plugin 100% complete in available to all OASIS 
members well before the next PDF is required for the DITA 1.2 spec.

       
_______________________________________________________
3 ITEM: Review action items generated by this meeting 

> Don Day (Don): Add a Machine Industry SC report to the agenda for next week
> Don: Send email to Mary McRae signaling the TC approval of the 1.2 Committee Draft and request to move to public 
review.
> All DITA TC: If you plan to use DITA 1.2, please add yourself (or your company) to this wiki: http://wiki.oasis-
open.org/dita/DITA1.2Adopters

=======================================================
Meeting ended after 32 minutes
=======================================================
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========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 1 June 2010 at 08:00am PT for 61 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call
* Regrets: Paul Grosso

> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201005/msg00148.html (25 May 2010
  meeting, Seth Park)

> Minutes accepted by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports

* OASIS DITA Machine Industry Subcommittee (Chris K)

> Chris not on the call, so pick this up next week.

Action Items: 
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php 

> Gershon to address his item this coming week. 
> Don will update his this coming week; the ones I had for this week are done.
> ACTION: Gershon to update action list from last week's minutes.

Comments: (Track and close on replies)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/ 

> No new comments.

BUSINESS

1. ITEM: Check on schedule
   * 1 June 2010 -- Final draft submitted to OASIS for public review.

> Don: Realistically we're looking at addressing Mary's issues and launching 
> the public review on 1 July.



2. ITEM: Changes requested by Mary McRae 
   * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201005/msg00168.html (McRae) 
   * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/CD01 (Wiki page version, perhaps easier to read) 
   * E-mail discussion:
     * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201005/msg00161.html (Eberlein)
     * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201005/msg00162.html (Nevin) 
     * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201005/msg00164.html (Day) 
     * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201005/msg00166.html (Kimber) 
     * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201005/msg00167.html (Priestley) 

> Mary is asking for substantive changes around XHTML format.
> Robert: The next page & previous page links make sense and it's doable; I've 
> started working on the toolkit to implement this. The TC agreed that this 
> issue should be fixed.
> Discussion around the <shortdesc> issue. Does it make sense to have apparent 
> "duplicate text" in a standard/spec or not? One side is to expose the DITA 
> best practices. The other side is to acknowledge that specs generally don't 
> duplicate any text because that leads to readers wondering which version is 
> law (even though it is single-sourced).
> Lots of discussion…
> Don suggested the editors meet with Mary to discuss the shortdesc issue which
> TC is concerned about. The TC graciously agreed to accept Mary's other 
> issues, though the clause numbers are the largest technical challenge.
> ACTION: Kris to ask Mary to meet with the editors (Kris, Gershon, Robert and 
> Don) this Thursday.
> ACTION: Seth and Robert to work on the PDF issues.
> ACTION: Gershon to ask Antenna House about free license for the TC.
> ACTION: Robert to work on XHTML formatting and feature requests from Mary.
> ACTION: Eliot to take over the namespace topic from Kris. Need to hack the 
> formal OASIS template to fit into the TC's previous decisions, since formal 
> namespace support won't be in 1.2 (planned for 1.3).

*** Meeting adjourned after 61 minutes ***
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========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 8 June 2010 at 08:00am PT for 51 
minutes.

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call
* Regrets: Paul Grosso, JoAnn Hackos, Dick Hamilton

> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00001.html (1 June Gershon) 

> Minutes accepted by acclamation. Moved by Don; Seconded by Kristen.

Subcommittee/liaison reports

* OASIS DITA Machine Industry Subcommittee (Chris K)

> Chris not on the call, so pick this up next week.

Review open Action Items: 
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php 

> #90 - Don to check the validity of names in the list before sending the topic out for review. Also write up a rationale 
and put that to the TC list.

Comments: (Track and close on replies)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/ 

> No new comments.

BUSINESS

ITEM: Report on the editors' Friday meeting with Mary McRae 

> Kris: Don, Robert, Michael, and I met with Mary. We can leave in shortdescs 
> provided we provide some way of formatting it and include an explanation of 
> it in XHTML output. We agreed to work all of Mary's other concerns for PDF 
> and XHTML deliverables.

ITEM: Status of work on PDF 
* Specific stylistic issues that Mary raised 



* PDFs of the spec are in SVN in the releasesdita12-full subdirectory/ 
  * One generated with Antenna House, another generated with RenderX 
* Mary's comments can be seen and progress tracked at http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/CD01#PDF 

> Seth: Cover page generated from DITA topic and formatting is there.
> Some minor issues still to resolve still around xrefs and numbering.
> Antenna House has some font issues I need to address.
> All TC and Mary requirements have now been met.
> The TC is requested to review and provide feedback on PDFs in SVN.
> All issues in the table linked above have been addressed.

> ACTION: Stan D to review the PDFs Seth uploaded against the issues list to 
> check for any outstanding items. Don also volunteered to perform this review.
> This action item is due in next 24 hours.

ITEM: Status of work on XHTML and CHM output 
* All work completed except for manually numbering appendices with letters 
* Progress tracked at http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/CD01#XHTML 

> Kris: Robert delivered renumbering of appendices this morning. The new 
> plug-in has some CSS glitches I'll work out with Robert today. Other than 
> that, we've gotten everything!
> CLOSED.

ITEM: Discuss new topics and establish plan for reviewing/finalizing them 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00016.html (origin of discussion) 
* Normative references (normative-references.dita) 
* Non-normative references (non-normative-references.dita) 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00045.html ("New topics to review" chm upload) 

> Kris: I updated the topics to follow people's suggestions on the email list. 
> I now need TC members to review the topics this week so we can vote on the 
> updated content next meeting.

> ACTION: Bruce, Eliot to review the topics by Friday.

> Add the following non-normative references: Archetypal forms article on 
> DeveloperWorks and the original roadmap.
> ACTION: Don to dig up these links.

> ACTION: All TC members to review the topics in the CHM and send comments to 
> the list by Friday.

ITEM: Formatting conventions in the XHTML version of the spec (formatting-conventions-xhtml-output.dita) 
* All dita topics are in the root dita directory in SVN 

> ACTION: All TC members to review this new topic, which is included in the 
> CHM linked to in the previous business item. Combine this action with the 
> previous one.

ITEM: Namespace document: 
* Eliot's editing of my draft (in SVN, build/DITA1.2-namespace.html) 
* OASIS template for namespace documents: http://docs.oasis-open.org/templates/namespace.html 
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/38161/DITA1.2-namespace.html



> Kris: My concern is Mary is insisting on a namespace document and what our TC 
> is doing does not strictly abide by the OASIS template. 

> ACTION: Don to send Mary a note with the URL to this document and see what 
> she needs and/or wants us to do to this doc to move forward.

ITEM: Schedule update -- when can we have all the work done? Help needed for the PDF? The namespace document? 

> The TC agreed to aim at voting on the updated CD 01 at next weeks' meeting 
> with all of the needed updates in place.

*** Meeting adjourned after 51 minutes ***
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 15 June 2010
[Corrected 16 June 2010]
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 15 June 2010 at 08:00am PT for
60 minutes.
 
DITA TC Wiki: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage
 
8:00-8:05 Roll call
 
Regrets: Stan Doherty
 
STANDING BUSINESS:
 
Approve minutes from previous business meeting
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00072.html (8 June Gershon)
Subcommittee/liaison reports: (defer for this week due to schedules)
Moved by Don Day, seconded by Seth Park, approved by acclamation.
 
Subcommittee Reports
 
OASIS DITA Machine Industry Subcommittee -- Chris Kravogel reporting
Preparing for DITA 1.3 in f2f meeting last November in Munich.
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/MachineIndustry
Table of required kinds of information and product life cycle stages, with priorities. Process is to identify those already
covered by DITA and those requiring work, then to propose specializations.
TC members are asked to review this for completeness and send any questions to Kris Kravogel.
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1. Action Items
 
Chris is reminded of his action item on ordered lists.
 
Acknowledgement and thanks to those who have closed their actions.
 
Reviewing open action items
Review normative and non-normative resources: Bruce & Paul completed, Eliot relieved of responsibility
PDF issues: Seth near completion, a few remaining problems.
 
Comments will go out as unfinished items in this Committee Draft. May want a wiki page for TC issues separate from the
public review issues.
 
Now behind schedule, gated by a few open items.
 
2. ITEM: Status of remaining updates
Comments disposition for Public Review
Kris was surprised to see changes after she posted renditions yesterday.
 
3. ITEM: Status of work on PDF
Status and discussion. This item remains open until Seth's action item is closed.
Seth: We only need one formatter working to deliver PDF to Mary (AntennaHouse). Thinks that Mary's formatting issues
have been resolved, need to verify.
 
Mary's comments can be seen and progress tracked at http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/CD01#PDF
 

4. ITEM: OASIS formatting conventions on XHTML and CHM output
Consistency of numbering between HTML and PDF: Filtering some items in HTML/PDF is expected to throw numbering
out of synch. In XHTML Appendices are numbered 5 plus letters, PDF just Appendices. Kris will fix manually, only one or
two spots. With the following action, all work done. Close.
 
ACTION: Kris will fix the numbering in the XHTML to match the uploaded PDF.
 
Progress tracked at http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/CD01#XHTML
 
5. ITEM: New topics: Close
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00016.html (origin of discussion)
Normative references (normative-references.dita)
Non-normative references (non-normative-references.dita)
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00045.html ("New topics to review" chm upload)
 
6. ITEM: Namespace document:
OASIS template for namespace documents: http://docs.oasis-open.org/templates/namespace.html
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201006/msg00074.html (Grosso)
Updated draft (includes URLs for comment archives, DTDs, and XSDs): http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/38287/DITA1.2-namespace.html
 
The issue is responding to Mary's comments.
Seth: 
The namespace document is not itself part of the spec. We can approve the draft, but Mary will need the namespace
document. When Mary answers open questions we can produce it.
"DITA namespace" cannot be the name of the namespace, only a title.
"DITA" cannot be part of the namespace name, and the URL in that link text does not match the URL in the link. 
The listed examples of backward-compatible changes need to be appropriate for DITA, e.g. WSDL is not pertinent. Eliot
just left the template text for want of a clear alternative.
ACTION: Paul: send email detailing questions about our namespace document, so that Don can complete his action to
update this document.
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7. ITEM: Vote on acceptance of CD for public review
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00110.html
 
Voting members on the TC call each were polled and each voted "Aye" to approve the most current version of the DITA
1.2 spec as a committee draft for submission to OASIS for public review. The CD will be named per OASIS naming
policies. The document has been uploaded to Kavi in XHTML, CHM, PDF, and DITA source; the authoritative version
(XHTML) that was voted on is located at http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/38289/DITA1.2-spec-
xhtml.zip/DITA1.2-spec-html.zip
 
ACTION: Don: send advisory to Mary for the public draft.
 
8. ITEM: Review action items generated by this meeting
Done.

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 15 June 2010
[Corrected 16 June 2010]

Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 15 June 2010 at 08:00am PT for
60 minutes.

DITA TC Wiki: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage

8:00-8:05 Roll call

Regrets: Stan Doherty

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00072.html (8 June Gershon)
Subcommittee/liaison reports: (defer for this week due to schedules)
Moved by Don Day, seconded by Seth Park, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee Reports

OASIS DITA Machine Industry Subcommittee -- Chris Kravogel reporting
Preparing for DITA 1.3 in f2f meeting last November in Munich.
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/MachineIndustry
Table of required kinds of information and product life cycle stages, with priorities. Process is 
to identify those already covered by DITA and those requiring work, then to propose 
specializations.
TC members are asked to review this for completeness and send any questions to Kris Kravogel.

1. Action Items

Chris is reminded of his action item on ordered lists.

Acknowledgement and thanks to those who have closed their actions.

Reviewing open action items
Review normative and non-normative resources: Bruce & Paul completed, Eliot relieved of 
responsibility
PDF issues: Seth near completion, a few remaining problems. 

Comments will go out as unfinished items in this Committee Draft. May want a wiki page for TC 
issues separate from the public review issues.

Now behind schedule, gated by a few open items.

2. ITEM: Status of remaining updates
Comments disposition for Public Review
Kris was surprised to see changes after she posted renditions yesterday. 

3. ITEM: Status of work on PDF
Status and discussion. This item remains open until Seth's action item is closed.
Seth: We only need one formatter working to deliver PDF to Mary (AntennaHouse). Thinks that Mary's 
formatting issues have been resolved, need to verify.

Mary's comments can be seen and progress tracked at http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/CD01#PDF

4. ITEM: OASIS formatting conventions on XHTML and CHM output

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00110.html
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/38289/DITA1.2-spec-xhtml.zip/DITA1.2-spec-html.zip
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Consistency of numbering between HTML and PDF: Filtering some items in HTML/PDF is expected to 
throw numbering out of synch. In XHTML Appendices are numbered 5 plus letters, PDF just Appendices. 
Kris will fix manually, only one or two spots. With the following action, all work done. Close.

ACTION: Kris will fix the numbering in the XHTML to match the uploaded PDF.

Progress tracked at http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/CD01#XHTML

5. ITEM: New topics: Close
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00016.html (origin of discussion)
Normative references (normative-references.dita)
Non-normative references (non-normative-references.dita)
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00045.html ("New topics to review" chm upload)

6. ITEM: Namespace document:
OASIS template for namespace documents: http://docs.oasis-open.org/templates/namespace.html
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201006/msg00074.html (Grosso)
Updated draft (includes URLs for comment archives, DTDs, and XSDs): http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/38287/DITA1.2-namespace.html

The issue is responding to Mary's comments.
Seth: 
The namespace document is not itself part of the spec. We can approve the draft, but Mary will need 
the namespace document. When Mary answers open questions we can produce it.
"DITA namespace" cannot be the name of the namespace, only a title.
"DITA" cannot be part of the namespace name, and the URL in that link text does not match the URL 
in the link. 
The listed examples of backward-compatible changes need to be appropriate for DITA, e.g. WSDL is 
not pertinent. Eliot just left the template text for want of a clear alternative.
ACTION: Paul: send email detailing questions about our namespace document, so that Don can complete 
his action to update this document.

7. ITEM: Vote on acceptance of CD for public review
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00110.html

Voting members on the TC call each were polled and each voted "Aye" to approve the most current 
version of the DITA 1.2 spec as a committee draft for submission to OASIS for public review. The CD 
will be named per OASIS naming policies. The document has been uploaded to Kavi in XHTML, CHM, PDF, 
and DITA source; the authoritative version (XHTML) that was voted on is located at 
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/38289/DITA1.2-spec-xhtml.zip/DITA1.2-spec-
html.zip

ACTION: Don: send advisory to Mary for the public draft.

8. ITEM: Review action items generated by this meeting
Done.

[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 22 June 2010

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 22 Jun 2010 11:05:03 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 22 June 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 22 June 2010 at 08:00am PT for 60 minutes.
 
8:00-8:05 Roll call, quorum achieved.
 
Regrets: Gershon Joseph, Stan Doherty (2nd half)
 
STANDING BUSINESS
=============
 
- Minutes from previous business meeting -
 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00150.html (15 June, Nevin, corrected)
 
Approval moved by Don, seconded by Kris, carried by acclamation.
 
- Subcommittee/liaison reports -
 
Seth Park: OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee
On hold until committee draft goes out to public review. Some logistical issues. Not many members have technical
expertise to update links, etc.
 
ACTION: Bruce: arrange for BusDocs SC report next week.
 
- Action Items -
 
Review open items: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php
Remains open.
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Comments: (Track and close on replies) http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/
 
BUSINESS
======
1. ITEM: Check on schedule
No change.
 

2. ITEM: Status of CD02 submission and follow up
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00166.html (McRae)
 
There have been no substantive changes to the content of the specification, only a minor rearrangement of the
architecture and renaming of a file, and cosmetic tweaks working out a few remaining nits to conform to OASIS standard.
Things previously in appendices now in Appendix B, except for Acknowledgements in Appendix A. Kris removed the
revision history because it might be the site of more nits, it's optional, and we can put it back when we get a stable,
detailed statement of OASIS requirements. The PDF issues are minor tweaks about color of rules, etc. Kris believes she
has addressed all of these issues. Seth believes he will complete the PDF version today. Kris is outputting a package as
this is written. This has been a frustrating process, seems capricious, poorly documented, and inspecific. Mary may be
occupied with too many other tasks to respond in a timely way. It seems that there have been substantial changes at a
policy level, which have not been communicated adequately to those affected. We will take up these process issues in a
postmortem discussion with Mary.
 

3. ITEM: Namespace document
OASIS template for namespace documents: http://docs.oasis-open.org/templates/namespace.html
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201006/msg00074.html (Grosso)
Updated draft (includes URLs for comment archives, DTDs, and XSDs): http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/38287/DITA1.2-namespace.html
Assess Mary's comments
 
We don't currently have anything at the OASIS namespace location. We need to coordinate with Mary so as to meet with
both administrative and functional requirements. Mary hasn't answered Paul's email.
 
ACTION: Don: set up a call with Mary, including Paul and Kris to resolve the namespace document issue.
 

4. ITEM: Vote on acceptance of CD 03 for public review
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00172.html (Eberlein proposal)
[link for actual draft, if ready]
 
Don moved to approve draft CD 03 with recommendation to move to OASIS for public review. Dick Hamilton seconded the
motion.
 
Following a demonstration of unanimity, voting members on the TC call each were polled and each voted "Aye" to approve
the most current version of the DITA 1.2 spec, CD 03, as a committee draft for submission to OASIS for public review.
 
ACTION: Kris: submit CD 03 to OASIS.
 

5. ITEM: Review action items generated by this meeting
 
ACTION: Bruce: arrange for BusDocs SC report next week.
ACTION: Don: set up a call with Mary, including Paul and Kris to resolve the namespace document issue.
ACTION: Kris: submit CD03 to OASIS.
 

8:45-8:47 Announcements/Opens
 
8:47 Adjourn
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 22 June 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 22 June 2010 at 08:00am PT for 60 minutes.
 
8:00-8:05 Roll call, quorum achieved.

Regrets: Gershon Joseph, Stan Doherty (2nd half)

STANDING BUSINESS
=================

- Minutes from previous business meeting -

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00150.html (15 June, Nevin, corrected)

Approval moved by Don, seconded by Kris, carried by acclamation.

- Subcommittee/liaison reports -

Seth Park: OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee
On hold until committee draft goes out to public review. Some logistical issues. Not many members 
have technical expertise to update links, etc.

ACTION: Bruce: arrange for BusDocs SC report next week.

- Action Items -

Review open items: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php
Remains open.

Comments: (Track and close on replies) http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/

BUSINESS
========
1. ITEM: Check on schedule
No change.

2. ITEM: Status of CD02 submission and follow up
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00166.html (McRae)

There have been no substantive changes to the content of the specification, only a minor 
rearrangement of the architecture and renaming of a file, and cosmetic tweaks working out a few 
remaining nits to conform to OASIS standard. Things previously in appendices now in Appendix B, 
except for Acknowledgements in Appendix A. Kris removed the revision history because it might be 
the site of more nits, it's optional, and we can put it back when we get a stable, detailed 
statement of OASIS requirements. The PDF issues are minor tweaks about color of rules, etc. Kris 
believes she has addressed all of these issues. Seth believes he will complete the PDF version 
today. Kris is outputting a package as this is written. This has been a frustrating process, seems 
capricious, poorly documented, and inspecific. Mary may be occupied with too many other tasks to 
respond in a timely way. It seems that there have been substantial changes at a policy level, which 
have not been communicated adequately to those affected. We will take up these process issues in a 
postmortem discussion with Mary.

3. ITEM: Namespace document
OASIS template for namespace documents: http://docs.oasis-open.org/templates/namespace.html
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201006/msg00074.html (Grosso)
Updated draft (includes URLs for comment archives, DTDs, and XSDs): http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/38287/DITA1.2-namespace.html
Assess Mary's comments

We don't currently have anything at the OASIS namespace location. We need to coordinate with Mary 
so as to meet with both administrative and functional requirements. Mary hasn't answered Paul's 
email. 

ACTION: Don: set up a call with Mary, including Paul and Kris to resolve the namespace document 
issue.

4. ITEM: Vote on acceptance of CD 03 for public review
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00172.html (Eberlein proposal)
[link for actual draft, if ready]

Don moved to approve draft CD 03 with recommendation to move to OASIS for public review. Dick 
Hamilton seconded the motion. 
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Following a demonstration of unanimity, voting members on the TC call each were polled and each 
voted "Aye" to approve the most current version of the DITA 1.2 spec, CD 03, as a committee draft 
for submission to OASIS for public review. 

ACTION: Kris: submit CD 03 to OASIS.

5. ITEM: Review action items generated by this meeting

ACTION: Bruce: arrange for BusDocs SC report next week.
ACTION: Don: set up a call with Mary, including Paul and Kris to resolve the namespace document 
issue.
ACTION: Kris: submit CD03 to OASIS.

8:45-8:47 Announcements/Opens

8:47 Adjourn

[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]
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The DITA Technical Committee met on 29 June 2010 at 08:00am PT

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call
* Regrets: Dick Hamilton
> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00176.html (22 June Nevin, corrected) 
> Minutes accepted by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports

* OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee (Bruce Nevin)
> Moved to next meeting.

Review open Action Items: 
* http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php 
> #117 is closed.
> #105 is closed.
> #102 is closed.

Comments: (Track and close on replies)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/ 
> No new comments.

BUSINESS

ITEM: Check on schedule: 
* Note upcoming holiday weekend and plan for absences
> Don may be out on 13 July and Kristen will chair in Don's place.
> Meet as usual next week (7 July).

ITEM: Status of CD03 submission and follow up 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00166.html (McRae) 
> ACTION: Kristen to update the schedule table on the Wiki page listing the 
> dates on which we submitted the various CDs to OASIS.

> Kris: Escalation to Scott McGrath appears to have done the trick and we are 



> getting better responses from Mary. Mary also agreed we can use our existing 
> namespace for 1.2 and just need to remove mention of the namespace from the 
> cover pages and also not have a namespace document at the namespace URL.

> Don: In terms of lessons learnt, we should keep Scott in mind when needing 
> to understand why OASIS works the way it does.

> The TC expressed concern over the visibility of the DTDs and XSDs in the 
> spec package now that we don't have an overview document.

> The TC discussed possible options for advising OASIS of raising issues in 
> the future as and when they occur. How to escalate if things don't happen 
> and if things do happen how to communicate what our experience with the 
> process has been like.

ITEM: Namespace document recap: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00221.html (Eberlein, McRae) 
> Rolled up into previous item.
> CLOSED

New ITEM: Lessons Learned 
* Start logging some of the procedural changes we've encountered this round
> Largely rolled up into CD03 status item above.
> Don asked Kris to log the issues ahead of our next discussion on this item.

Announcements/Opens 

> Kris: We need to put some automation into the build process. I manually need 
> to touch a number of files to tweak things and it would be nice to have a 
> fully automated build process.

> Don noted that we also need to clean up wiki pages, records, etc.

*** Meeting adjourned ***



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 6 July 2010

Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 6 July 2010 at 08:00am PT for 47 minutes.

8:00-8:05 Roll call
      o Regrets: Su-Laine Yeo, Eliot Kimber, Gershon Joseph

Don will be out of town starting tomorrow. Kris Eberlein will chair next week's meeting. If shs is unable to attend, we 
will defer business until the following week; members may need to be flexible.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

      o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00001.html (29 June Gershon)
      Don Moved, Bruce seconded, carried by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports: (defer for this week due to schedules)
      o OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee (Ann Rockley, Bruce Nevin)
      Two areas of focus:
        1. Aggregated authoring: white paper near final, will resubmit to TC soon for review.
        2. Metamodel: derived from research into types of documents. At Michael Priestly's urging, the subteam is now 
looking for relevant research in academic literature & trade press for four use cases: 
         - Marketing
         - RFPs  
         - Proposals
         - Policies & Procedures
        Had also looked at other types, such as Prerequisites & Requirements documents. Chose to leave Pharma use cases 
for the Pharma subcommittee. Probably late Fall for a literary review. 

      o Help SC will report next week.

Action Items:

      o Items closed during past week, what remain are some for Gershon and an action to tweak OASIS-styled XSL and 
CSS files.

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Check on schedule: No issues.

2. ITEM: Status of OASIS review of latest CD03 submission

      o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201006/msg00235.html (Eberlein)
        Not hearing anything from Mary is of some concern, but we felt that the holiday and other issues may account for 
this. Then during the meeting, Don received email from Mary saying that the OASIS mail server went down yesterday 
and sysadmins are away until tomorrow (Wednesday). She gives her alternate address: marypmcrae@gmail.com. 

Action: Don: remind Mary about CDO-3 status.



3. ITEM: Lessons Learned, continued.

Action: Don: start Lessons Learned in the FrontPage. Example topics:
      o Review OASIS policies and procedures. 
      o Dogfood-eating experience (using newest markup). 

      We will be using the Public Review to further tweak cosmetic issues as needed.

4. ITEM: Review action items generated by this meeting
      - Don: remind Mary about CDO-3 status.
      - Don: start Lessons Learned in the FrontPage. 
      - Gershon: identify items deferred to DITA 1.3, update proposals table. 
      - Don: on the FrontPage, clean up reference to the OT as a reference implementation.

Things that can be accomplished DURING public review (treat as ongoing checks for now):
     1. Tweak OASIS-styled XSL and CSS files
     2. Lessons Learned--Consensus to begin this activity after 1.2 is approved as a spec, but start keeping notes.

     3. Scan Wiki pages for review #1, review #2, review #3, and review #4 to identify items deferred to DITA 1.3

      o Link with the work plan of items to handle during the public review
      o Discuss in a future meeting with more participants (request per Gershon)
Action: Gershon: identify wiki items deferred to DITA 1.3.  

Ongoing checks:
==============
1. dita.xml.org page on build scripts (Stan)
No updates yet.
2. ITEM: Domain integrator
      o DITA DTD Generator
      o http://dita-generator.appspot.com/shell
      o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00116.html (Robert's message with more info)
      o OASIS hosting of a Web GUI for this generator?
No new information. Suggest renewing this topic after Public Review is under way.

3. ITEM: Request for input on DITA 1.2 use:
      o Status of DITA OT 1.5 reference implementation of 1.2 features:
      o http://dita.xml.org/wiki/plans-for-dita-ot-15
      o Note new list below for collecting affirmations of use.

      These need to be for specializations as well, e.g. L&T. Members need to turn in their assessments of their usage.

      Citations of the OT as a reference implementation are incorrect and misrepresent status of other implementations 
e.g. by vendors.
Action: Don: Clean up this reference on the FrontPage.

4. ITEM: Review 1.2 list for items that should be considered for 1.3

      o Update the DITA 1.3 list on the Wiki (Gershon)
      o Action check: Gershon to add his research into the DITA 1.3 Proposals table.

Action: Don: combine common items here and in above list of items that can be done during Public Review.

8:40-8:47 Announcements/Opens



8:47 Adjourn



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes 
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 13 July 2010 at 08:00am PT for 60 minutes.

Chaired by Secretary Kristen Eberlein (Kris) <kris@eberleinconsulting.com> in place of Don Day
(official TC Chair) 
Minutes recorded by Seth Park <seth.park@freescale.com>

======================================================= 
Roll call

> Quorum was achieved.

_______________________________________________________ 
Approve minutes from previous business
meeting: * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201007/msg00010.html 
(Nevin, amended by Eberlein to indicate that Gershon had sent regrets and then uploaded to document
repository)

> Kris motions that we accept the minutes as recorded. 
> Motion seconded by Deb Bissantz. 
> Motion passes.

_______________________________________________________ 
Subcommittee/liaison report: DITA Help SC
from Dr. Stanley Doherty (Stan) Recent activity in three areas: 

1) New specialization proposals (targeted for DITA 1.3 release) -- Discussion ensued regarding the coordination (in 
terms of timing
and packaging) for releasing SC-driven specializations with core DITA releases. Michael Priestley
(Michael) reminded the members that only the TC can release product. Gershon Joseph (Gershon)
reminded members about the release candidate process. One or more members expressed the desire to
have this level of coordination defined and documented.

 **Action Item: Kris will create an action item for Don Day (Don) to add this discussion to the
agenda for a future meeting.

2) Creation of the DITA Help Adoption SC (of the DITA Adoption TC); this group will drive
usage/adoption remedies while the DITA Help SC will continue to work on technical issues. Stan
expresses gratitude to Chris Goolsby and others for their help. Early slated activities for this new
SC include an update to the "technology guide" and exploration of issues and obstacles hindering the
adoption/use of Eclipse help.

3) Presentations -- Members of the SC have been actively presenting material to various audiences,
including WritersUA and Motorola.

The Pharmaceutical SC is slated for a committee report next week. 

 **Action Item: Kris will determine who from the SC can provide the report. 

_______________________________________________________



Review of action items: There are a few outstanding action items, but owners are aware.

The action item to attain a donated license of Antenna House was re-assigned from Gershon to
Su-Laine Yeo (Su-Laine).

======================================================= 
BUSINESS

_______________________________________________________ 
1 ITEM: Check on schedule No scheduling to
discuss.

_______________________________________________________ 
2 ITEM: Status of CD03 submission 
 * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201007/msg00004.html  (McRae)

Kris announces that Mary McRae has formally submitted the latest draft to the 60-day review period.

_______________________________________________________ 
3 ITEM: Work plan and schedule for the next
two months Kris asks what we should be focusing on during the public review.

Michael suggests that we create a mechanism for tracking comments and dispositions, as we are
required to respond to each comment. This suggestion initiated the conversation recorded below in
item #4.

Robert Anderson (Robert) mentions the publication issues, which is recorded below in item #5

Kris mentions that we still have some clean-up to do in some source files, with regard to metadata,
etc.

Su-Laine expressed an interest in refining links (via relationship tables) within the spec, but will
not have time to implement it.

Someone reminded members that we still need to tag wiki comments for work that will happen for DITA
1.3 (will not be addressed in 1.2).

_______________________________________________________ 
4 ITEM: Process for handling comments on the
DITA 1.2 spec

There was discussion on what mechanism to use for collecting and dispositioning public review
comments. Final agreement was to use Wiki as the collaborative environment; then, to ensure we have
a manageable document in the Kavi document repository, we will create a PDF from the Wiki and save
it to Kavi.

Michael suggests that we appoint someone to be responsible for ensuring all comments are recorded in
the Wiki.

 **Action Item: Kris will create an action item for Don to ensure that all public review comments are
recorded in the Wiki. 

_______________________________________________________ 
5 ITEM: Improving



XHTML, CHM, and PDF transformations

The nature of the committee draft development procedure let to many "hacks" in the production of the
various output types of the spec. Robert and Seth Park (Seth) will work through these in the coming
weeks/months. Some notable obstacles incude: * CHM: home page is manually set * Different cover page
compositions not generated from DITA source * Need new map semantics

Robert will determine whether we can conduct these activities under the "Technical Standards" SC.

Kris reminded members that Mary McRae originally disapproved of some basic DITA usability features,
such as link previews, etc. Therefore, a generally-available OASIS plugin for specs should include
the ability to disable these "controversial" features.

_______________________________________________________ 
6 ITEM: Lessons Learned

Robert Anderson suggests that we use a 2-step process for ratifying proposals. The 2-step process
for 1.1 resulted in Robert's having to create the final specification language for many
features/changes that were requested by other members. Here are the steps: 1) Ratify that the
proposal is a sound idea (same as 1.2 process) 2) Ratify the implementation/design of the feature
(same as 1.2 process) 3) Ratify the final language of the feature (new to the 1.3 process)

Kris offers to help Robert modify the proposal template to help codify the 3-step process.

Su-Laine recommends that we make the ratification process "positive" driven. For the 1.2
ratification process, a proposal would pass if there were no objections, which meant that some
features, which were difficult for members to understand, were passed without contest. Robert agrees
with this approach and recommeds a roll call vote. Kris adds that an "abstain" option should be
available for a member who is not adequately educated on the given proposal. Su-Laine requests
further a distinction between those who do not understand due to lack of investment and those who
have tried to understand but simply cannot "wrap their heads around" the idea.

Stan recommends that all proposals be accompained by at least one use-case. Robert thinks use-cases
are requested on the existing proposal template, but it may have been considered optional. Kris
recommends that use cases be mandatory.

 **Action Item: Kris to create action item for Robert to document a proposal for the 1.3 change
process. 
 **Action Item: Kris and Robert to update the proposal template.

_______________________________________________________ 
7 ITEM: Review action items generated by
this meeting

Seth reads out action items. 
_______________________________________________________ 
Miscellaneous items

Seth asked for the configuration management requirements/guidelines for source content. Consensus is
that there is no OASIS mandate, but it would be in our interest to document some basic rules. These
rules will be captured in the Wiki page dedicated to SVN usage. Check the Wiki for up-to-date
information, as this sketch may have changed:

* Create tags for incremental releases 



* Branch only at major releases (1.2 to 1.3, for example)

**Action Item: Seth to capture these guidelines in SVN usage guidelines Wiki.

Eric Sirois announces that he has alerted the email list to a bug in the 1.1 schema. Paul Grosso
asks, "what is the status of 1.1?" Due to time constraints, Kris requests that we move this
discussion to the next meeting.

Darryl Tewes asks about the status of the Technical Communication SC. Gershon hopes to resume work
in September.

======================================================= 
Meeting ended after 60 minutes
=======================================================
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From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 20 Jul 2010 11:10:52 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 20 July 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 20 July 2010 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.
 
Minutes for
DITA TC Wiki: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage
8:00-8:05 Roll call
 
STANDING BUSINESS:
Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
- Moved by Don, seconded by Bruce, passed by acclamation.
 
Subcommittee/liaison reports:
- None today.
 
Action Items:
- Few and not urgent.
- Su-Laine: AntennaHouse willing to give us a license if we give credit in the spec. We agree. They need info about
platforms to support.
 
BUSINESS:
 
1. Public Review Comments:
Decision last week was to track comments in a wiki page; Don has set this up.
 
ACTION: Don: contact those assigned to begin work on comments.
ACTION: Don: Determine whether or not the Chair can by proxy subscribe TC members to the comment email feed.
 
2.  DITA 1.1 errata:
  o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201007/msg00012.html (Sirois, 13 July 2010)
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http://markmail.org/docs/faq.xqy#searchsyntax
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00056.html
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https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/threads.html#00057
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(Not XSD errata.) Eric Sirois will create a new package. Moving link to public location requires TC vote. On next week's
agenda.
 
3.  ITEM: Kris's list of "items we failed to capture on a wiki page"
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00054.html (Eberlein)
    - Add consistent metadata to DITA files, especially copyright
    - Clean up inconsistent tagging, especially vis-a-vis normative terms
    - Improve linking
    - Correct any build errors
    - Remove old revision tracking information
    - Clean up SVN, remove any duplicate files
 
Agenda items 3 and 5 remain open for input, particularly from Robert.
ACTION: Kris: combine items 3 and 5 on the agenda.
 
4.  ITEM: PDF broken links
  o reported by Su-Laine Yeo.
Resolved before start of meeting.
CLOSED
 
5.  ITEM: DITA source file provenance (per Eberlein)
  o "One item for today's meeting would be to better aggregate the various items concerning the DITA source files that
have been proposed for activity during the public review. I've gone searching and located the following lists:"
    - Work plan: Items that can be completed during the public review:
    - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/workPlan2
    - DITA 1.2 specification: Authoring and editorial issues:
    - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.2_specifications%3A_Authoring_and_editorial_guidelines
Combine with item 3, see action there.
 
6.  ITEM: Testimonials from organizations using DITA 1.2
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00048.html
Seth listed a page for this. Needs a more prominent location. This location needs to be publicly accessible, and the public
needs to be able to edit so as to provide their testimonials, but not able to modify others' submissions. Don: they could
use the comment mechanism, and someone on the TC could transcribe into the internal location. Link to comments is on
the TC's public frontpage.
 
ACTION: Don: add to agenda for next week item to step through this process. 
ACTION: JoAnn: update the Adoption TC paper on this.
 
7.  ITEM: Conditional processing of rev attribute
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00035.html (Yeo)
 
ACTION: Don: track this comment and its resolution on the TC's wiki.
ACTION: Kris: clear up ambiguities on this in the spec.
CLOSED
 
8.  ITEM: Use of Syntax elements
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00044.html
  o Other inputs to gather? (Pickett, Vasquez, others?)
Tony will register this item on the Adoption TC's feature article list. Need to advise him of relevant resources, such as
Deborah Pickett's SVG handler.
Eric will look into IBM materials that can be released. The algorithm has been documented for an inline WYSIWYG syntax
editor developed at Cisco, and that spec may be available.
CLOSED
 
9.  Announcement: New white papers from DITA Adoption TC
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00043.html (Eberlein)
Noted with congratulations.
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9:00 Adjourn

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 20 July 2010

Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 20 July 2010 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.

Minutes for
DITA TC Wiki: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage
8:00-8:05 Roll call

STANDING BUSINESS:
Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
- Moved by Don, seconded by Bruce, passed by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:
- None today.

Action Items:
- Few and not urgent.
- Su-Laine: AntennaHouse willing to give us a license if we give credit in the spec. We agree. They 
need info about platforms to support.

BUSINESS:

1. Public Review Comments:
Decision last week was to track comments in a wiki page; Don has set this up. 

ACTION: Don: contact those assigned to begin work on comments.
ACTION: Don: Determine whether or not the Chair can by proxy subscribe TC members to the comment 
email feed.

2.  DITA 1.1 errata:
  o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201007/msg00012.html (Sirois, 
13 July 2010)
(Not XSD errata.) Eric Sirois will create a new package. Moving link to public location requires TC 
vote. On next week's agenda.

3.  ITEM: Kris's list of "items we failed to capture on a wiki page"
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00054.html (Eberlein)
    - Add consistent metadata to DITA files, especially copyright
    - Clean up inconsistent tagging, especially vis-a-vis normative terms
    - Improve linking
    - Correct any build errors
    - Remove old revision tracking information
    - Clean up SVN, remove any duplicate files

Agenda items 3 and 5 remain open for input, particularly from Robert.
ACTION: Kris: combine items 3 and 5 on the agenda.

4.  ITEM: PDF broken links
  o reported by Su-Laine Yeo.
Resolved before start of meeting.
CLOSED

5.  ITEM: DITA source file provenance (per Eberlein)
  o "One item for today's meeting would be to better aggregate the various items concerning the 
DITA source files that have been proposed for activity during the public review. I've gone 
searching and located the following lists:"
    - Work plan: Items that can be completed during the public review:
    - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/workPlan2
    - DITA 1.2 specification: Authoring and editorial issues:
    - http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.2_specifications%3A_Authoring_and_editorial_guidelines
Combine with item 3, see action there.

6.  ITEM: Testimonials from organizations using DITA 1.2
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00048.html
Seth listed a page for this. Needs a more prominent location. This location needs to be publicly 
accessible, and the public needs to be able to edit so as to provide their testimonials, but not 
able to modify others' submissions. Don: they could use the comment mechanism, and someone on the 
TC could transcribe into the internal location. Link to comments is on the TC's public frontpage. 

ACTION: Don: add to agenda for next week item to step through this process. 
ACTION: JoAnn: update the Adoption TC paper on this.

7.  ITEM: Conditional processing of rev attribute
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00035.html (Yeo)
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ACTION: Don: track this comment and its resolution on the TC's wiki.
ACTION: Kris: clear up ambiguities on this in the spec.
CLOSED

8.  ITEM: Use of Syntax elements
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00044.html
  o Other inputs to gather? (Pickett, Vasquez, others?)
Tony will register this item on the Adoption TC's feature article list. Need to advise him of 
relevant resources, such as Deborah Pickett's SVG handler.
Eric will look into IBM materials that can be released. The algorithm has been documented for an 
inline WYSIWYG syntax editor developed at Cisco, and that spec may be available.
CLOSED

9.  Announcement: New white papers from DITA Adoption TC
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00043.html (Eberlein)
Noted with congratulations. 

9:00 Adjourn

Follow-Ups:
RE: [dita] DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 20 July 2010

From: "Su-Laine Yeo" <su-laine.yeo@justsystems.com>

[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 27 July 2010

From: "Bruce Nevin (bnevin)" <bnevin@cisco.com>
To: "DITA TC" <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Tue, 27 Jul 2010 11:14:05 -0500

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 27 July 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 27 July 2010 at 08:00am PT
for 55 minutes.
 
8:00-8:05 Roll call
 
STANDING BUSINESS:
Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
- Moved by Don to approve with corrections as documented in the
associated thread, seconded by Seth Park, passed by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:
None this week. 
ACTION: Don: make the DITA in Composite Environments Subcommittee
inactive in the list.
ACTION: Don: Ask Mark Lewis to prepare to report for the Web 2.0
Subcommittee next week.

Action Items:
 o Review open items:
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.p
hp

Comments:
We reviewed the public review comments that have come in, and made
assignments. 
One comment belongs to the DITA Adoption TC. Discussion of it led to
consensus on need for a white paper on shells and DITA as an
architecture vs. a monolithic language.

BUSINESS:

Congratulations to Michael on the birth of a child.

1. DITA 1.1 errata (hold for next week).
 o
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201007/
msg00012.html (Sirois, 13 July 2010)
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00081.html
(Sirois, small bug found)

http://markmail.org/
http://www.oasis-open.org/maillists/guidelines.php#searchingarchives
http://markmail.org/docs/faq.xqy#searchsyntax
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00082.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00080.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00084.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00084.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/maillist.html#00083
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/threads.html#00083
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.p
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201007/
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00081.html
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2. ITEM: Review action items generated by this meeting

3. ITEM: Kris's list of "items failed to capture on a wiki page": no new
action, remains open.

4. ITEM: Testimonials from organizations using DITA 1.2
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00048.html
 o Today: Step through this process (URLs, instructions) (need JoAnn?)
Remains open for next week. 
ACTION: Don: Move this item under the public review discussion,
associated with Adoption TC issues there.

5. Announcement: New DITA Semiconductor Users Group
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00079.html
(Larsen)
ACTION: Don: forward this message to Carol Geyer.

6. DITA 1.3 Proposal Process.
 o http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.3_Proposal_Process
OPEN for further discussion and refinement as a statement of consensus.

8:55 Adjourn

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 27 July 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 27 July 2010 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.
 
8:00-8:05 Roll call
 
STANDING BUSINESS:
Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
- Moved by Don to approve with corrections as documented in the associated thread, seconded by Seth 
Park, passed by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:
None this week. 
ACTION: Don: make the DITA in Composite Environments Subcommittee inactive in the list.
ACTION: Don: Ask Mark Lewis to prepare to report for the Web 2.0 Subcommittee next week.

Action Items:
 o Review open items: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php

Comments:
We reviewed the public review comments that have come in, and made assignments. 
One comment belongs to the DITA Adoption TC. Discussion of it led to consensus on need for a white 
paper on shells and DITA as an architecture vs. a monolithic language.

BUSINESS:

Congratulations to Michael on the birth of a child.

1. DITA 1.1 errata (hold for next week).
 o http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201007/msg00012.html (Sirois, 
13 July 2010)
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00081.html (Sirois, small bug found)

2. ITEM: Review action items generated by this meeting

3. ITEM: Kris's list of "items failed to capture on a wiki page": no new action, remains open.

4. ITEM: Testimonials from organizations using DITA 1.2
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00048.html
 o Today: Step through this process (URLs, instructions) (need JoAnn?)
Remains open for next week. 
ACTION: Don: Move this item under the public review discussion, associated with Adoption TC issues 
there.

5. Announcement: New DITA Semiconductor Users Group
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00079.html (Larsen)
ACTION: Don: forward this message to Carol Geyer.

6. DITA 1.3 Proposal Process.
 o http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.3_Proposal_Process
OPEN for further discussion and refinement as a statement of consensus.

8:55 Adjourn

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00048.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00079.html
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.3_Proposal_Process
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201007/msg00012.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00081.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00048.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00079.html
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.3_Proposal_Process
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 3 August 2010 at 08:00am PT

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call
* Regrets: Eliot Kimber
> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00083.html (Nevin) 
> Minutes accepted by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports

* OASIS DITA Adoption TC 
> JoAnn: We’ve established an Asia-specific DITA Adoption SC to work through 
> DITA adoption issues specific to that region. If you have colleagues in 
> India, China, Japan etc. please let them know about this SC in case they 
> would be interested in joining.
> Don: Please put that announcement in the DITA and Adoption TC lists.
> JoAnn: I'm waiting for Mary to initiate the new SC and then we’ll do so.
> In the meantime, anyone who is interested please let JoAnn know.

Action Items: 

* Items closed during past week
> None.

* Review open items
  * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php 
> Action Items list has not been updated since last week. 2 overdue AIs need to 
> be updated.
> Don requested that, moving forward, Gershon (or whoever takes minutes) to 
> open action items as part of recording and posting the minutes.

Comments:

* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/201007/msg00001.html 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/201007/msg00002.html 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/201007/msg00003.html 
* Archived comments: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/ 
* Public Review #1 Comments
  * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/PublicReview1Comments



> ACTION: Don to go through the list and ping the owners of each item to 
> ensure they progress and commit to addressing them.

> C012 - Robert to respond to Tarun to clarify understanding of the keyref 
> mechanism.

> C013 - Robert: Oversight we should address.

> C014 - Robert: Spec is correct. Kris volunteered to respond to Tarun to 
> clarify.

  * Assign open owners 

* Testimonials from organizations using DITA 1.2 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00048.html 
  * Work opportunities to announce both the Public Review and the request for 
    Testimonials 

BUSINESS

* DITA 1.3 Proposal Process
  * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.3_Proposal_Process 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00091.html (Anderson) 
> TC members were asked to review the Wiki and emails and we’ll revisit next 
> week.

* New ITEM: DITA 1.2 elements needing styling and translatable strings 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00093.html (Yeo) 
> Gershon suggested taking it to the adoption TC to come up with 
> recommendations.
> Robert: It’s really implementation-specific.
> Su-Laine: I’m thinking a step before that, just identifying a set of elements 
> that would need to be styled at all.
> ACTION: Su-Laine to forward this email (with summary of today’s discussion) 
> to the adoption TC and Gershon will add it to agenda of next Adoption TC 
> meeting.
> CLOSED.

* Announce DITA 1.2 Feature article and comments 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201008/msg00000.html 
> JoAnn: Vendors (particularly CMS vendors) are picking and choosing a subset 
> of DITA 1.2 features they are formally supporting.
> ACTION: Gershon to parse the roster to gather existing CMS vendors so we 
> know who they are and post to the list. Also list other vendors.
> Robert, JoAnn and Gershon to prepare a presentation for vendors. Adoption TC 
> can sponsor it in partnership with this TC. Need to make participants 
> anonymous etc.
> Gershon offered for Cisco to host the WebEx to ensure the event is 
> vendor-independent.
> Robert, JoAnn and Gershon to take this up via mailing list and we’ll keep 
> this item open for next meeting.



*** Meeting adjourned ***
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 10 August 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 10 August 2010 at 08:00am
PT for 55 minutes.
 
8:00-8:05 Roll call
Roll call
* Regrets: Gershon Joseph
> Quorum was achieved.
 
STANDING BUSINESS:
==================
Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
 
 o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00083.html
(Joseph)
 
   Moved by Don, seconded by Kris, approved by acclamation.
 
Subcommittee/liaison reports:
=============================
For some weeks, SC reports will not follow list order, as we return to
those that have been skipped.
 
 o OASIS DITA Adoption TC 
   Page created for testimonials by DITA 1.2 users.
   Discussion on potential article identifying those elements that ought
to be or typically are styled.
   Mary has announced the new Asian Adoption SC.
   Looking for additional members, especially those interested in
authoring articles.
   Getting a lot of hits on the articles in dita.xml.org.
 
Action Items:
=============
 o No discussion 
 
Comments:
=========
Don has sent and will send reminders to those processing comments.
 
 o PublicReview1Comments
     * Assign open owners
ACTION: Don to contact Chris Kravogel about Public Review item C008 and
recommend action to Kris Eberlein.
 
 o Testimonials from organizations using DITA 1.2
 
   We noted Gershon's addition of the list of vendor representation on
TC. 
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   JoAnn: We discussed last week the need for the TC to know what
vendors are doing, and a number of major vendors are not represented.
She will make sure the 1.2 status paper gets out to them.
 
   We welcomed the news that Kris has accepted DITA evangelist position
with SDL, with condition that they donate 4-6 hours to the TC.
 
   JoAnn: In a separate category on this page we should list vendors who
have some support of DITA, and use this list to track contacts so as to
prevent duplication of effort and contact. 
 
BUSINESS:
=========
1. Heads Up: change in rev attribute usage, ongoing
Kris removed old values from spec file in July. If anyone makes content
changes, mark it with rev mark public-review-1.
CLOSE
 
2. ITEM: DITA 1.1 errata (skip until Eric Sirois is attending; hold for
next week)
 
3. ITEM: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.3_Proposal_Process.
Email discussed means to make sure relevant subcommittees are engaged
when a new proposal affects them (or they it). 
CLOSE: ready for TC reference when needed for DITA 1.3
     * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00091.html
(Anderson)
 
4. ITEM: Announce DITA 1.2 Feature article and comments
CLOSE: Already voted by the Adoption TC. When OKed by Gershon, will
publish.
 
5. New ITEM: Content outcomes of "cascading of xml:lang attribute"
discussion
     * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201008/msg00041.html
(last comment, Grosso)
 
We are clear that @xml:lang on a map should not cascade. An additional
reason for users to set it on each topic is that processors have a
variety of ways to set a default, and this could cause problems. Should
be able to point to a definitive FAQ.
CLOSE
 
ACTION: Don: log this issue on the 1.2 comments wiki so we can track it
there.
ACTION: JoAnn: take this to the translation SC
ACTION: Su-Laine: Try to improve wording in the spec, bring it back to
the TC.
 
6. New ITEM: Clarification needed on whether xml:lang is required
     * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201008/msg00038.html
(Yeo)
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Eliot: The XML standard http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/#sec-lang-tag says
xml:lang applies to an element and all its children, so nested topics
don't have to specify it, and therefore DITA cannot require it at the
DTD level.
Kris will work on clarifying the wording at 2.1.3.9.1, with Su-Laine,
JoAnn, and Eliot engaged as interested parties.
CLOSE
 
8:55 Announcements/Opens
8:55 Adjourn
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========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 17 August 2010 at 08:00am PT

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call
* Regrets: Kris Eberlein, Seth Park
> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201008/msg00050.html (Nevin)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201008/msg00052.html (link clarification, Nevin)
> Minutes accepted by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports

OASIS DITA for the Web 2.0 Subcommittee (Mark and John jointly) 
* http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/WebSubcommittee/Accomplishments_2009_2010 (for today) 
> Mark went through the list of accomplishments.
> Mark Mentioned that the goals are listed on their SC’s homepage.
> Mark also ran through the areas of interest. Artifacts (knowledge base) are 
> on the SC's Wiki page.
> DITA Microformats white paper (includes use cases). To document these use 
> cases, we need to recruit more members. Asked for anyone on the TC who knows 
> of folks who could contribute should join the SC.
> John reiterated that folks should review the resources in the KB. There is a 
> lot of useful information / presentations there, including video and 
> presentation recordings.
> Don mentioned that this SC is finding new uses for DITA beyond tech docs.

OASIS DITA Pharmaceutical Content Subcommittee report scheduled for 24 August 
2010, James Averback

OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee report scheduled for 31 August 2010.

Action Items: 

* Items closed during past week
> The 2 actions assigned to Don at our previous meeting have been done.

* Review open items
  * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php 
> No updates on open items.



Comments:

* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/201007/msg00001.html 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/201007/msg00002.html 
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/201007/msg00003.html 
* Archived comments: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/ 
* Public Review #1 Comments
  * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/PublicReview1Comments
  * Assign open owners

> COO1 - John will address it.

> C003 - Not yet addressed. John will look into it.

> C004 - Still need to fix the broken xref. Robert to check status of this 
> with Kris.

> C005 – Eric back from vacation; will update the TC next week.

> C006 is in progress. Robert needs to update the spec (already responded to 
> list).

> C007 - Robert sent an explanation of the current behavior to the list. Any 
> discussion on changing the design needs to involve Michael P. Review next 
> week to see if anyone responded to Robert’s email.

> C009 - Don following up with Chris.

> C010 - No updates.

> C011 - Eliot has not started formulating his response yet.

> C012, C013 - In progress. Robert sent notes back to the list on both.

> C014 – Don will send Kris a note. Robert sent a response to the list. Status 
> should be changed to "in progress".

> C015 – Eliot thinking about it and will respond.

> C016 – Affects DTDs and schema and also the lang spec. Requires TC approval 
> since it’s a change. Robert agrees it’s a change we probably should make. 
> DECISION: The TC accepted to make the change to add @copy-to to <topichead>. 
> Mark as “in progress”.

> C017 - From here on will be addressed next week after folks have time to 
> discuss on the list.

* Testimonials from organizations using DITA 1.2 
  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00048.html 
  * Work opportunities to announce both the Public Review and the request for 
    Testimonials 
  * Gershon's list of vendor representation on TC: 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201008/msg00019.html 



> Continued. Discuss next week.

BUSINESS

1. Announce: ePub version of DITA 1.2 materials 
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201008/msg00055.html (Kimber) 
> Eliot: I have not posted the epub itself at this time. I was more just 
> excited that it actually worked! Still QAing the processor to hunt down and 
> iron out any remaining bugs.
> Don noted that OASIS has updated their IP conditions again and will forward 
> the update email to the list.

2. ITEM: DITA 1.1 errata
   * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201007/msg00012.html (Sirois, 13 July 2010) 
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00081.html (Sirois, small bug found) 
> Don: If it’s just a bug fix we’ll take it off the agenda, but if not we’ll 
> keep it on our agenda next week for discussion.

Ongoing checks

1. Lessons learned 

2. dita.xml.org page on build scripts (Stan) 
   * http://dita.xml.org/wiki/dita-12-specification-building-specification-subsets 
> Stan: I keep updating the sources. Revisit as we get ready for the 
> announcement.
> One of the issues we should think of in the background is testing against 
> the OT; if there are other implementations that people can get easily and I 
> can test against I’d be more than willing to do that.
> Don and Eliot suggested the EPUBs process be added to the document.
> Bruce: Adoption TC discussed a test suite and I wondered whether anyone on 
> this TC has anything to add. Perhaps anyone has content they could 
> contribute to it?
> Eliot: I think the adoption TC should host the gathering of use cases and 
> test suites.
> Paul: Test cases are tricky – how do you know when the output is correct or 
> not? My experience is that test suites are not simple to develop.
> Eliot: The only test case I have is on indirect addressing, which is the 
> only part of DITA whose processing behavior is invariant.
> Don suggested the Adoption TC does blogging or twittering about DITA 1.2 
> functionality that could increase user awareness and may push the vendors to 
> become more aware as well.

3. ITEM: Domain integrator 
   * DITA DTD Generator 
   * http://dita-generator.appspot.com/shell 
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200907/msg00116.html (Robert's message with more info) 
   * OASIS hosting of a Web GUI for this generator? 
> Don will remove this item from our agenda since it’s been delegated to the 
> Adoption TC.



4. ITEM: Request for input on DITA 1.2 use: 
   * Note new list below for collecting affirmations of use. 
> Remove from agenda.

5. ITEM: Review 1.2 list for items that should be considered for 1.3 
   * Update the DITA 1.3 list on the Wiki (Gershon) 
   * Action check: Gershon to add his research into the DITA 1.3 Proposals table. 
> Remove from agenda (tracked as action item)

*** Meeting adjourned ***



Minutes for 24 August 2010

8:00-8:05 Roll call

    * Regrets: Gershon Joseph, Michael Priestley
    * Present: Bruce Nevin, Seth Park, Robert Anderson, Eric Sirois, James Averback, Don Day, Stanley Doherty, Dick 
Hamilton, Christopher Nitchie, Paul Grosso, Dave Helfinstine, Su-Laine Yeo, Deb Bissantz, Eliot Kimber, Kris 
Eberlein,

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201008/msg00075.h tml (Gershon for 17 Aug)
    * Seconded by Bruce Nevin, approved by acclamation

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

    * Report from James Averback for the Pharmaceutical SC. SC has grown to about 25 people, with 4 major 
pharmaceutical companies represented. 
    * Plan to have a second report from this SC in the near future.

Action Items:

    * Reviewed open items: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php

Comments:

    * Reviewed progress on comments
    * Action item for Kris: Organize meeting with Robert and Seth to start work on PDF processing
    * Assigned owners to new items
    * Action item for Kris: Post info about dita-comment to list, also add info to appropriate Wiki pages
    * In Gershon's absense, no info about vendor representation
    * In JoAnn's absense, no info about testimonials

BUSINESS:

   1. ITEM: DITA 1.1 errata 
          * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/email/archives/201007/msg00012.html (Sirois, 13 July 
2010)
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201007/msg00081.html (Sirois, small bug found)
          * Report from Eric Sirois; members encouraged to test the XML schemas.
          * Action: Eric to send out a sample file for testing

   2. New ITEM: Confirmation of understanding: Exactly One Level of Specialization in a given vocabulary module
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201008/msg00076.html (Kimber)
          * Elliot will respond to his note and cc Michael Priestley; item closed.

   3. New ITEM: Chair requests discussion about encouraging final review contributions

          * Action for Kris: Send e-mail to DITA TC list, DITA Adoption list, and dita-users
          * Action for Kris: Create page at dita.xml.org
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 31 August 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 31 August 2010 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.
 
8:00-8:05 Roll call
Roll call:
* Regrets: 
> Quorum was achieved.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
* Moved by Don, seconded by Bruce; approved by acclamation

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

* OASIS DITA Learning and Training Content Specialization Subcommittee - John Hunt

> Have been on hiatus, meeting called for 1 wk from Thursday. Drafting an article for the DATC. Formed 4 years ago 
this month. Anticipate revisions when spec review process is complete. At that point will consider initial mission 
complete and step back to consider future directions.

> Don: might transition to DATC; John concurs. Additional development would be in the DITA TC.

> Kudos to John for recognizing a need and following up so well. Their process could be a model for other SCs to 
follow.

ACTION: Don to contact Bob Beins re reporting on the SID SC next week.

Action Items:
* Items closed during past week
* Review open items: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php

No changes.

ACTION: Kris: make sure all actions from last week are in the wiki. Not all made it in.

Comments:
* PublicReview1Comments: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/PublicReview1Comments
C019: resolved as a non-issue for now.
Eliot: deferring making changes until the end of the public review period.

BUSINESS:
1. New ITEMS: None

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens
8:55 Adjourn
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 7 September 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 7 September 2010 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.
 
8:00-8:05 Roll call
Roll call
* Regrets: Richard Hamilton, Seth Park, Eric Sirois
> Quorum was achieved.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
* 
Moved by Don Day, seconded by Eliot Kimber; approved by acclamation

Subcommittee/liaison reports deferred for a week or two until work on comments is completed. Next up: OASIS DITA 
for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee.

Restart of Technical Communications Subcommittee planned for early October.
ACTION: Gershon: Issue public announcement of this.

Action Items:

* Items closed during past week
* Review open items: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php

Comments:
* PublicReview1Comments
ACTION: Don: Contact John Hunt re status of C001 learning materials comments.
ACTION: Don: Contact Eric Sirois re status of C005 MSXML parser and XSDs.
ACTION: Don: Verify own action to contact Johannes Graubner re C008.

C029 lintext content model
Robert moved to add <ph> to the content model for <linktext> in maps.
Eliot seconded. Approved unanimously.

Robert moved to add base and technical content domains into map and add base domains into base map.
Gershon seconded. Approved unanimously.
ACTION: Gershon: Put on agenda for the Adoption TC a short article about the potential effect of this change on 
content exchange.
ACTION: Robert: Update DTD accordingly.
ACTION: Eric: Update schema accordingly.

C032 requirements for @otherprops
ACTION: Eliot: clarify requirements for @otherprops.

ACTION: Kris: As TC Secretary send note from the Adoption TC to the TC, Adoption TC, and dita-users, closing 
Public Review and acknowledging contributions.

What's next?
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* Verify completion of work on comments.
* PDF build (CHM and HTML look fine, per OASIS requirements as last specified.
* 15-Day Review.

ACTION: Don: Add PDF processing review to agenda for next week.

8:55-9:00 PT Announcements/Opens
In connection with review comments and the list of participating vendors, we noted that developers at Adobe are 
working very hard to add DITA 1.2 to FrameMaker 10. We wondered if they might participate in the TC call.

9:00 PT Adjourn



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
========================================

The DITA Technical Committee met on 14 September 2010 at 08:00am PT

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes recorded by Gershon Joseph <gerjosep@cisco.com>

Roll call
* Regrets: 
> Quorum was achieved.

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201009/msg00033.html (Nevin for 7 September)
> Minutes accepted by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports (to be resumed on 21 September)

OASIS DITA for Technical Standards Subcommittee
> Gershon announced this SC is starting its activity. They plan to meet the 
> week of October 4th to kick off.

Action Items: 
* Items closed during past week
* Review open items
  * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php 
> No updates on open items.

Comments:

* Archived comments: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/
* PublicReview1Comments
  * Rollup for discussion: Open review comments regarding @rev attribute
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201008/msg00163.html (Eberlein) 
* Information about receiving the dita-comment e-mails:
  * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/comments/index.php?wg_abbrev=dita
  * Assign open owners 

> C004 – Eliot: The toolkit Milestone M4 addressed at least some of those link 
> issues. 
> Seth: I have not used the latest toolkit release, but did notice the latest 
> build I did had significantly less broken xrefs; not sure if it’s due to 
> using bookmap. 
> Robert: Latest report is latest code fixes some issues, while other issues 
> appear to have gone away on their own.
> Robert has taken over ownership of the PDF code from Seth.



> C005 - Eric mentioned there is more work to do. Tracking the L&T issues 
> separately. 
> Eric: MSXML parser issues have been fixed. Now fixing other issues that came 
> up during testing. Keep this item in progress until Eric delivers a new XSD 
> kit.

> C008 - ACTION: Don to follow up.

> C010 - Robert: I followed up on this one and am not really sure what the 
> right answer is. Need TC input. When using a key with link, if link has no 
> desc or shortdesc we pull them from the map. The issue is what if the 
> link text contains the linktext and shortdesc – how should we handle the 
> processing in this case?
> Discussion…
> Eliot: The spec says if there is content in the link text then that text is 
> used as the link text regardless of the target key definition.
> Eliot to respond to comment list with the pointer to the spec that has that 
> info so we can close this item.

> C016 - Robert and Eric need to submit their DTD & schema updates.

> C018 - Eliot: In process. Requires some additional investigation. Hoping to 
> respond today or tomorrow.

> C019 - See locktitle in business items below.

> C022 - Su-Laine did the rewrite and checked it in. Ditto for lock-title. 
> Su-Laine to mark this one as closed.

> C026 - Eliot will take ownership of this item and respond to Tarun.

> C028 - Eliot: In progress. Change owner to “Eliot”.

> C029 - Robert: I need to implement. Plan to do it this week.

> C032 - Eliot: We discussed this item last week and were waiting for a final 
> decision. The issue is whether or not @otherprpops should always be processed
> as @props. Should it be *required*, or *allowed to but encouraged*?
> This is a 1.0 spec practice we deprecated in the 1.1 spec and didn’t know 
> anyone supported it. There are no known showstopper users for this, just one 
> implementer. However, we don’t want processors to implement something that is
> deprecated. Specialized attributes should be used instead. Eliot mainly 
> wants to fix the language that confuses processors. The TC had no objection 
> to the change, so Eliot will go ahead.

> C033 - Eric: In process.

> C034 - Eliot: @processing-role is missing from the list of attributes that 
> do not propagate. I added this attribute to the list, but did not formally 
> engage the TC before doing so, which is why I am raising the issue fur 
> discussion on the TC. There were no objections to Eliot’s assertion. Eliot 
> to assign this item to himself, add a note about the disposition, and mark 
> it complete.



> C035 - Eliot: The spec omits some aspects of XSD constraints which I 
> discovered and discussed with Eric. The TC had no objections to making these 
> clarifications in the spec language. Eliot to assign to himself and update 
> the item.

> C036 - The DTDs don’t contain these, but the catalogs do and some files may 
> have them. It was added in DITA 1.1.
> Robert to check the spec and respond to Tarun. Robert to assign this item to 
> himself. Robert to clarify the language.

* Testimonials from organizations using DITA 1.2
  * http://dita.xml.org/testimonial
  * Work opportunities to announce both the Public Review and the request for Testimonials
  * Gershon's list of vendor representation on TC:
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201008/msg00019.html

> Discussion around the lists this TC has and the list the Adoption TC has.
> The Adoption TC's list is for all folks using DITA 1.2.
> Our TC's list is only for voting members who are using the new spec, and it's 
> this list that we need to send Mary when we move DITA 1.2 to an official
> OASIS specification.
> ACTION: Kris or Gershon to add link to OASIS policy about who should be 
> listed on the testimonials page.

BUSINESS

1. New ITEM: Where to place ePub version of spec?
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201009/msg00048.html (Kimber)

> Discussion around KAVI and dita.xml.org. Eliot received the input he needed.
> CLOSED.

2. ITEM: Wrap up of "Clarification needed on @locktitle behavior"
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201009/msg00040.html (Yeo)

> Su-Laine: I made some changes to clarify it. 
> CLOSED.

3. New ITEM: PDF processing for Spec
   * http://tools.oasis-open.org/version-control/browse/wsvn/dita/releases/dita12-full/dita12-complete-xep.pdf (latest 
Seth Park run)
   * Remaining items (from email from Seth):
     * Deal with bookmap artifacts (2 hours) -- we need new template overrides 
       to prevent the word "Chapter" from prepending numbering for 
       non-appendices. Also, the first page of each chapter has a new area with
       links to topics; not sure what that will entail.
     * Configure for AntennaHouse (4 hours) -- if we support AntennaHouse and 
       XEP (which should be our ultimate goal), we'll need to provide 
       formatter-specific attributes in relevant areas. This includes the 
       creation of a properties file for AntennaHouse to use the correct fonts 
       (and font substitutions where necessary).
     * Implement the new numbering strategy from Robert (2 hours??) -- At the



       time of my last changes, it was not available as an addressable 
       template, so I am using the existing numbering utility. Numbering is 
       already implemented as a template override, so it's just a matter of 
       calling the right template from the existing override. 
   * Handover from Seth to... ?

> Seth handed it over to Robert. Robert and co-worker Simcha will be looking 
> at it this week. Any issues will be brought back to the TC next week.
> CONTINUED.

*** Meeting adjourned ***
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 21 September 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 21 September 2010 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.
 
8:00-8:05 Roll call

> Quorum was achieved.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

*  Moved by Don, seconded by Dick Hamilton; approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

*  OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee (Beims)

> Activity low for about a year, just monthly touching base, because the adoption rate in the industry has 
been slow, exacerbated by the “Great Recession” (40% contraction). Encouraged by signs of recovery. 

> Have written draft specializations for managing registered content. First information pattern tackled 
probably the most difficult, but biggest payback: API for each IP block must be described discretely. Bob’s 
company using these specializations. Working to get rough draft into a committee draft for circulation. 

> A few months ago discussed semiconductor implementors’ group or “virtual DITA user group” for 
discussion incurring cost of OASIS membership. Members present success stories with DITA. First official 
presentation tomorrow. Monthly presentations planned. Beims 3 months out.

> Most are very early on the learning curve with specializations, but increasing numbers getting involved.

> Don: Do you anticipate interest in learning & training specializations? Bob: Yes, on list, and in fact he has 
particular interest in this. Best Practices conference addressed this from organizational perspective, but DITA 
enables this. Tool vendors are watching this space. Need to demonstrate market drive. At Best Practices, 
IBM won the “Rare Bird” award last Wednesday for work in the semiconductor space.

Action Items:

*  Review open items: http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php
> Few actions, most of them closed.

Comments:

*  PublicReview1Comments

> C008: Chris Kravogel out of touch, need a volunteer to look at those topics and make sure they’re up to 
date. Don will  contact some of us off line.

> Robert’s suggestion about including domains in maps was approved.

> Robert: Eric expects to have his items updated this week.
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> C036: Restore the 1.1 content of course. Just dropped in the course of a complex reorganization of the 
content, we noted that such changes call for particular attention from editors.

ACTION: Bruce: Ask Adoption TC if they need to update the DITA 1.2 public adopters list to reflect folks 
identified by Bob Beims.

ACTION: Don: Ensure that Freescale is represented on the TC’s adopters list (not core adoption, 
specialization adoption).

BUSINESS:

1. New ITEM: Domains in maps (request for discussion by Robert)

*  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201009/msg00078.html

> Approved in discussion of comments above.

2. ASSESSMENT: how are we poised for next CD schedule? Any blockers? Any remaining concerns?

> Close to wrapping up comments, need to put draft out in the next week or two. Getting content updated is 
the only block. Substantive changes are at an end, nits and tweaks possible. Eliot expects to be finished by 
start of business Friday. Robert expects to be finished then. Don: do we need a production test run? Robert: 
plan to vote next Tuesday. 

> Don: unless production bugs show up or unless there concerns calling for committee review remain 
unanswered. 

> Plan to post on Friday. If everyone is comfortable with it, we can vote on Tuesday. 15-day review is next.

3. ITEM: PDF processing for Spec (resumed from last week)

> Robert updated us on the status, and we’re good to go.
CLOSED.

4. New ITEM: Initiate TC discussion about post-1.2 packaging

*  At the TC meeting on 13 July 2010, Gershon raised the point that we need to 
consider how we will handle SC releases and niche specializations going forward. 
The user community is concerned by the "weight" and "size" of the DITA 1.2 
release.

> Eliot: would like a precedent for different SCs to publish their specializations independently. For example, if 
not for dependencies on DITA 1.2 the Learning & Training specializations could have been published as a 
standalone spec.
> Don: OK if only a packaging matter, not requiring committee review, etc.
> Eliot: Would like to see the DITA spec become a larger number of smaller pieces rather than a single 
monolithic document. OASIS is OK with work developed by the SC if approved and published by the TC. 
> Don: so long as SC membership able to drive the creation and review process within the scope of the TC.
> Don: Next week, focus on what packages we need to have in hand as 1.2 goes out.

8:59 Adjourn



* People who are members or observers of the TC cannot wade through the e-mail traffic to get a good sense of what the 
TC is up to; how can we provide summary information in a more accessible way?
* People perceive DITA as getting too big and too complicated as it expands past the realm of technical communication
* People want DITA 1.3 to be a small release, focusing on bugs and usability fixes
* People are concerned that specialized work of subcommittees will be incorporated into the DITA specification rather 
than being plugins that can be downloaded from Sourceforge.
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 28 September 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 28 September 2010 at 08:15am PT for 40 minutes, delayed by a 
technical issue with the moderator's access code.
 
8:15-8:20 Roll call
Roll call:
* Regrets: Gershon Joseph, Richard Hamilton
> Quorum was achieved.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
  o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201009/msg00089.html (Nevin for 21 September)
  Moved: Don Day; seconded: Kris Eberlein

Subcommittee/liaison reports:
  o  OASIS DITA for the Web 2.0 Subcommittee  
    > http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/WebSubcommittee/Microformats_Use_Cases
  o  OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee (Oct 5 by Stan Doherty)
  o  OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee (October 12)

Comments:
  o  PublicReview1Comments
  >  No more comments accepted. Actions from prior comments now to be closed.

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: TC vote for Committee Draft 04
       o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201009/msg00138.html (Eberlein)
    > Consensus reached to move acceptance.
    > Bruce Nevin moved that we vote to accept CD04 as a Committee draft and to request a 15-day OASIS review.
    > Robert Anderson seconded the motion.
    > The resolution was approved unanimously by individual poll of voting members present.
    
    ACTION: Kris Eberlein: submit CD04 as a committee draft and request a 15-day OASIS review.

2. ITEM: Initiate TC discussion about post-1.2 packaging
       o  At the TC meeting on 13 July 2010, Gershon raised the point that we need to consider how we will handle SC 
releases and niche specializations going forward. The user community is concerned by the "weight" and "size" of the 
DITA 1.2 release.
    > Robert: This is about future deliverables after 1.2, i.e. convenience packaging of the 1.2 materials after the initial 
posting.
    > Need to identify communities of interest calling for subset and specialized packages, like Tech Pub.
    > Robert: base materials, technical content, learning and training. Default is everything.
    > Kris: we decided initially to provide the default and post instructions on dita.xml for subsetting.
    > JoAnn: do we have precedent for other TCs providing more than one spec document, where they are 
interdependent?
    > Thilo Buchholz: identify target groups so we can profile
    > Bruce: has advocated BusDocs formulate results as a framework to guide subsetting and specializing in a rational 
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and mutually coherent way.
    > Michael: Can we do a survey? Don: Dita Users has a polling function, but you have to specify the values in 
advance. Kris: There are plenty of web-based survey tools. Don: Might need to preserve corporate anonymity, and they 
may also need to protect IP. Michael: their solution to protecting trade secrets is just not to respond. Don: may need to 
rely on statisticians and poll-takers in the committee. Is surveymonkey an appropriate tool?
    > This has implications for reuse. Those who have capacity to create their own shells will also be capable of 
subsetting the spec. No, this is about reaching those who are not already engaged with DITA, and it's about managing 
the perception of DITA's complexity.
    ACTION: Thilo Buchholz, JoAnn Hackos: investigate some survey methods and make a recommendation next week. 
Start a thread on the DITA TC alias.

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens
Happy birthday to Mark Lewis!

8:55 Adjourn
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DITA Technical Committee Minutes of Special Called Meeting: 6 October
2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 6 October  2010 at 9:00 am
PT for 22 minutes.
 
9:00-9:05 am PT: Roll call
Voting members attending: Robert Anderson, Deb Bissantz, Don Day, Kris
Eberlein, Paul Grosso, Richard Hamilton, David Helfenstein, Eliot
Kimber, Bruce Nevin, Chris Nitchie, Michael Priestley, Su-Laine Yeo. 
 
Quorum was achieved. Several other non-voting members were also present.
 
SPECIAL BUSINESS FOR WHICH THIS MEETING WAS CALLED:
 
1. We unanimously agreed that there are no reasons that anyone would
believe that there are any substantive changes between Committee
Releases cd03 and cd04.
 
2. Motion to rescind the current OASIS public review request: made by
Michael Priestley, seconded by Kris Eberlein, discussed, passed
unanimously by roll call of voting members present.
 
3. Motion to request the TC Admin to run a special majority ballot to
approve cd04 as a Committee Specification: made by Kris Eberlein,
seconded by Robert Anderson, discussed, passed unanimously by roll call
of voting members present.
 
4. Motion to request the TC Admin to run a special majority ballot to
submit DITA v1.2 to the OASIS membership for OASIS Standard vote should
the CS ballot pass: made by Elliot Kimber, seconded by Dick Hamilton,
discussed, passed unanimously by roll call of voting members present.
 
We have four statements of use from organizational members; we need
three to satisfy OASIS requirements. 
 
9:22 am PT Adjourn
DITA Technical Committee Minutes of Special Called Meeting: 6 October 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 6 October  2010 at 9:00 am PT for 22 minutes.
 
9:00-9:05 am PT: Roll call
Voting members attending: Robert Anderson, Deb Bissantz, Don Day, Kris Eberlein, Paul Grosso, Richard Hamilton, 
David Helfenstein, Eliot Kimber, Bruce Nevin, Chris Nitchie, Michael Priestley, Su-Laine Yeo. 

Quorum was achieved. Several other non-voting members were also present.
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SPECIAL BUSINESS FOR WHICH THIS MEETING WAS CALLED:
 
1. We unanimously agreed that there are no reasons that anyone would believe that there are any substantive changes 
between Committee Releases cd03 and cd04.
 
2. Motion to rescind the current OASIS public review request: made by Michael Priestley, seconded by Kris Eberlein, 
discussed, passed unanimously by roll call of voting members present.
 
3. Motion to request the TC Admin to run a special majority ballot to approve cd04 as a Committee Specification: made 
by Kris Eberlein, seconded by Robert Anderson, discussed, passed unanimously by roll call of voting members present.
 
4. Motion to request the TC Admin to run a special majority ballot to submit DITA v1.2 to the OASIS membership for 
OASIS Standard vote should the CS ballot pass: made by Elliot Kimber, seconded by Dick Hamilton, discussed, passed 
unanimously by roll call of voting members present.
 
We have four statements of use from organizational members; we need three to satisfy OASIS requirements. 

9:22 am PT Adjourn
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DITA Technical Committee Minutes for 12 October 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 12 October 2010 at 8:00 am PT for 55 minutes.
 
8:00-8:05 am PT: Roll call
Regrets: Kimber, Hamilton, Buchholz
Quorum was achieved. 

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00020.html (Oct. 5, Nevin)
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00063.html (Oct. 6, Nevin)
Don moved to accept both, Kris seconded, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:
-----------------------------
OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee (Michael Boses)

Work in two areas

  1. short-term focus on immediate needs, implementable within current standard.
   Three papers in process, one posted for internal review.
     - Recommended approach to implementation & interoperability between an aggregated doc, edited as a single doc, 
and storage of individual topics and map(s). Want maturity model that gives users somewhere to go as they become 
more fluent and conversant with DITA. Document posted. Looking for comments from TC. Many organizations waiting 
for guidance how to do this.
     - Constrained topic for education, demonstration, content modeling for specific use cases. Not trying to specialize 
<topic> for business, rather, something that makes it easier to connect people with DITA. Paper in a couple of weeks.
     - Reconciling idiosyncrasies of business docs and 'objections' claiming DITA isn't suitable for these types of bus 
docs. Third paper planned for November

  2. long-term information modeling, not sure if all attainable with specialization or requiring changes.
     - Posted PPT on a content metamodel, large in scope, a number of information models. What are the core types from 
which to specialize the bus doc types? Are they possibly ancestors of the existing types as well?

Discussion:

Michael P: That last would be backwards incompatible. Could come up for DITA 2.0. Question would be what is the 
business value?
MB: We really have taken that to heart in our investigations. Let's identify our business types, and try to specialize them 
from existing resources. If there is no other route, then we address the more challenging questions.
MP: If we can't specialize directly from <topic>, then that suggests that we need to expand <topic> rather than 
introducing a new ancestor to <topic>. We went through this with loosening <task> and reintroducing strict task with 
constraints. The inheritance relationships that we support are very specific and have very specific baggage. 
MB: We realize all that. We don't want to prejudge the process. We're trying to understand the requirements and express 
them for the TC to determine what to do. One member of the Pharma group posted an email to that group today asking 
how this relates to what they're doing. Can our SC deal with the structural issues in a general way so that each SC 
doesn't have to address them independently? Can we help enterprise architects understand how e.g. <task> relates to an 
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SOP. 
MP: No concerns for the first activity. Look forward to reviewing the technical details of the proposal. Am concerned 
about: can BusDocs SC help other groups understand how they work together without understanding how DITA works. 
Extending model without regard to technical limitations of DITA, developing a model that isn't expressible in DITA. At 
some point abstract model guidance becomes technical guidance.
MB: We thought we were providing guidance to the TC, who would then provide guidance to the SCs.
MP: OK. I'm comfortable we'll have the right checks and balances. Handing the abstract model to the TC to figure out is 
fine.
MB: Concern is that when we post a document, it's available to all SCs. Early this year we were told all SC activity must 
be on the OASIS site, no longer circulated through email. A number of our members are on the Pharma SC, hence the 
overlap. We're not purposely going to contact SCs.
MP: Just be very careful of that line. The current model is not technically implementable, it's going to have to evolve as 
we get into the techinical implementation side. Put some disclaimers around it, emphasize the abstract nature of it, that 
it's not currently implementable.
Don: One additional safeguard, maybe a TC member who is aware of these concerns might attend the SC meetings 
periodically in a mentor/liaison kind of role.
MB: That would be extremely welcome. It's always been a resource issue. 
Don: Can someone volunteer to sit in for a month or so?
MP: As the `voice of annoyance', I wish it could be me. The work that the SC is doing is vitally important, but I'm 
spread too thin at the moment.
Seth Park: For DITA and composite environments, we came up with a feature request that was technically not 
implementable. Is there a `code word' under which to talk in papers and not shut down creativity.
MB: A standard disclaimer would be wonderful. 
Don, MP: Let's pursue that on the alias.
Don: Can you monitor the list discussion, Michael. Kris: Can you serve that role, Don? Don: OK, I'll listen in for a 
couple of weeks.
Doug Morrison: Suggest a short white paper providing guidance as to what's not implementable, and how to make such 
an idea implementable. Don: This is a best practices idea. Let's log this as an idea for the Adoption TC.

ACTION: Don: Attend BusDocs SC meetings
ACTION: Bruce: Send JoAnn email about best practices paper idea.

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Follow up on still-pending ballot:
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00064.html
  All voting TC members have voted.
  o Statements of use--all consistent and adequate? 
    1.Staging of materials for OASIS review?
    See http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Committee%20specification%20submission
    A list of everything we need to do to move forward.
> Kris: Mary has everything she needs. Waiting for responses to a couple of email messages to her.
  o Review old/new rules actions
> Mary will be proceeding under the old rules.
  o Canvassing discussion
> Michael P: Haven't made the IBM-internal contact for advice yet. 
> Prior experience tells us that the total number of members for calculating 15% is based on one vote per company 
membership.
> Not all companies in the DITA TC, not all are participating at a high level. This is not about persuasion as to the 
merits of DITA, it's about apathy and member responsibility.

2. New ITEM: Lessons learned on recalled Review issue
  o After public review, carefully assess whether any change was substantial. If not, 15-day Review is not warranted.
> Make note of this for 1.3.
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  o Ballot preparation is based on attendance record; be strategic about attendance on key events like this.
> Kavi logs do not automatically promote and demote based on attendance status. JoAnn and Gershon were out on the 
two days when we had two meetings back to back, hence disqualified. To have one's name on record as voting on an 
important decision like this, we need to strategize. JoAnn, and Gershon have been very active and productive members 
for a long time.
> We have great concern about OASIS policy and its application. JoAnn and Gershon are both considering possibility of 
resigning from OASIS.
ACTION: Don: Write note to interested parties in OASIS.

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens

8:55 Adjourn
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 19 October 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 19 October  2010 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.
 
8:00-8:05 Roll call
* Regrets: Gershon
Quorum was achieved

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00095.html (Nevin, amended version)
Approval moved by Don, seconded by Kris, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports: 

Restart next week with OASIS DITA Adoption TC.

ACTION: Bruce: Contact Gershon or JoAnn to alert them of this.

Comments:

ACTION: Don: Archive this comments section now that DITA 1.2 is out of review, and remove this section 
from the agenda.

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Next steps for OASIS Ballot:
   o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00105.html (Eberlein, submission data)
   o Latest DTDs and Schemas:
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00098.html (Grosso)
   o Schema readiness:
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00112.html (Nitchie)

> We can move ahead if we wish, but it will be harder to correct minor bugs in XSDs later. Choice is 
between starting out with known XSD bugs vs. delay for another year. 
> Most bugs would probably only affect those who had implemented their own XSD resolver on the C side. 
No issues on the Java side. > Bugs seem limited to the learning and training modules. We can advise users 
of fixes through the Adoption TC.
> Don, Kris: the DTDs are normative, not the XSDs.

> In a poll of voting members attending, unanimous opinion is that we have no objection to proceeding with 
the release as is. In particular Chris Nitchie, who originally raised the issue, made a point of saying that he 
has no objection.

> In response to Paul’s concern about stale links in the past, Kris and Don assume responsibility maintaining 
updates to links on the wiki and the Committee public page.

> Kris believes we have nothing further to do to formally initate the ballot.

ACTION: Kris: Inform Mary that we are moving forward, that this minor detail does not delay release.

2. New ITEM: Finding descriptions of DITA attributes
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o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00104.html (Yeo)
> Robert: scripts to pull the info out not difficult. 
> Su-Laine: Design issue: we have descriptions for sets of attributes, not individually as for elements.
> Don: Let’s be clear this is not a normative spec issue. Su-Laine: but we want to move it to the normative 
spec for 1.3. Don: this implicates the packaging issue. Robert: we want to avoid copies of information. Also, 
there are many attributes, this could bloat our page count.
> Don: Want to reuse what’s already there. Anything more could be vendor development documentation or 
Adoption TC documentation.

3. New ITEM: rubric for SC brainstorming
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00097.html (Nevin)
> Don: Whatever we say here needs to be reflected in the charter. Should we review the charter language? 
> Michael: Need to make the status of subcommittee deliverables clear. Those artifacts need to be clearly 
labeled. Fine with language posted in email.
> Su-Laine: Distinguish work produced by SCs from work that is premature or out of date (wrong version). 
Both important to address. Robert: probably can’t do that with the same wording. Su-Laine: something like 
the cleanup templates on Wikipedia pages, but specific to the issue.
> Stan:  Need a place to park ideas or discoveries that come up that could be ideas for 1.3. Michael: just 
pass them to the TC. 
> Carry discussion forward on the email alias.

4. New ITEM: New OASIS templates for whitepapers and SC work
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00118.html (McRae, Eberlein)
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00119.html (McRae)
> Mary’s comment was not rejection of the material that Kris posted. No further discussion or action for the 
TC.

5. ITEM: Resume review of packaging survey (Buchholz and Hackos action)
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00004.html (Buchholz)
> JoAnn in China, Tilo in Germany, he will contact her and coordinate next steps.

6. ITEM: TC discussion about post-1.2 packaging
o This might possibly be held until after the survey results are in—Don
> We will hold this until Gershon is able to participate in discussion.

7. New ITEM: DITA for Programmers SC?
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00075.html (Anderson)
> Robert: At least one specialization for API documentation is in informal circulation. We could make at least 
the base information an official work product of the TC. There is some interest in participating in a 
subcommittee. Stan: Would the SC maintain and advance the specialization, or would it focus on use? 
Robert: Like the L&T specializations. Stan: maybe an adoption issue: how do you use the standard spec 
without specialization for these purposes? Doug: Should perhaps say Programming Languages, more specific 
than Programming. Michael: expand beyond API to e.g. systems programming. Stan: DITA supports 
conversion and automation to produce API docs. Michael: resources exist now for e.g. Java and C++. Stan: 
even cataloging those would be great. 
> Don: do we need to involve additional communities?  
> Robert demurs from leadership of the SC.
Action: Robert: Create a draft charter for the SC. 

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens
8:55 Adjourn
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 26 October 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 26 October 2010 at 08:00am PT for 45 minutes.
 
8:00-8:05 Roll call
  o Regrets: Park, Yeo
> Quorum was achieved.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00122.html (Nevin)
> Moved by Don, seconded by Kris, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports: 
=============================
  o OASIS DITA Adoption TC
> A lot of activity. Short but important tools article. Most important currently is work of subcommittees. 
> SC for dita.xml.org has developed plans to improve the site. 
> Asian Adoption SC organized to drive DITA adoption in the AsiaPac region, chaired by Matthew Voorhis from 
Citrix, with participants from India, China, Japan, and Australia. First meeting in a couple of weeks.
> Help Adoption SC making good progress.
> Other feature articles in the works to be announced as available. Every one of them now needs a 30 day public review 
before publishing. This will slow publishing but ensure quality. 
> Kris: Also encouraging voting members to vote on DITA 1.2  Gershon: concur, and this will also come up under our 
business items.

  o OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee (next week)
ACTION: Don: Remind John Hunt of upcoming report

  o OASIS DITA Technical Communication Subcommittee 
> Has resumed, next meeting next Monday)

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Status of OASIS Ballot prep:
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00135.html (Clarification question, Eberlein)
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00136.html (Mary McRae)
> The organizational members are listed in the spreadsheet that can be downloaded from Kris's link above. The primary 
organizational member's vote takes precedence, but if they don't vote then the first alternate member's vote is 
determinative. Since the list is updated the first of the month, we will have the definitive list by next week's meeting. 
We need 15% affirmative votes of about 327, or a bit more than 50 people. Michael: We have 40 or so organizations 
listed as DITA TC members. Kris: Others are using DITA. It's just a question of getting people to vote. 

ACTION: Kris: Send note to dita alias asking for followup with (or as) the organizational members.

2. ITEM: Finding descriptions of DITA attributes
  o Confirm what was our disposition last week?
> Gershon: discussed at Adoption TC meeting, as decided last week. An ongoing open item, pending resolution of 
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discussion between Robert and Su-Laine.

3. ITEM: rubric for SC brainstorming--consensus on Jang's wording?
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00126.html (Graat)
> The recommended paragraph as discussed in email:
> This document reflects exploratory work. It is not a reliable guide on the future direction of DITA. It should not be 
taken as guidance for using DITA or for developing DITA tools. 
> Don moved to approve this wording, Bruce seconded, approved unanimously.
> Don: post an example document in kavi containing this paragraph so that it can be copies and pasted from there. Don 
will come up with an appropriate title, such as process notes for subcommittees, and post it.

ACTION: Don: Send email to chair of each SC advising them of this requirement.
ACTION: Don: post process notes file to Kavi.

4. ITEM: Resume review of packaging survey (Buchholz and Hackos action)
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00004.html (Buchholz)
  o Michael's email to Mary
> JoAnn will initiate survey in a tool at her disposal after we had a chance to read and possibly comment on the 
questions.

ACTION: Tilo: upload proposed survey questions for our review.

5. ITEM: TC discussion about post-1.2 packaging
> Hold until after the survey results are in.

6. ITEM: DITA for Programmers SC--establish next checkpoint
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00075.html (Anderson)
> Ongoing 

7. ITEM: Review action items generated by this meeting

8:40-8:45 Announcements/Opens
8:45 Adjourn
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 2 November 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 2 November 2010 at 08:00am PT for 50 minutes.
 
8:00-8:05 Roll call
  o Regrets: Yeo, Joseph
> Quorum was achieved.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00139.html (Nevin)
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00157.html (minor update, Hackos)
> Moved by Don, seconded by Kris, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports: 
=============================
  o OASIS DITA Learning Content Subcommittee (John Hunt for today)
Not very active during spec approval process. Anticipate declaring that the SC work has been completed. Planning to 
become more active on the Adoption TC to promote best practices with learning and training content. As new needs are 
identified, this would be work of a new SC. John would be available as mentor to them.
  o OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee next week

Action Items:
=============
  o Review open items: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php
> No changes. Kris and Don will confer with Gershon about updating the action items list with actions from minutes.

BUSINESS:

1. Announcement: OASIS Standard Approval Ballot, 15-day review period announced.

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201011/msg00000.html

2. ITEM: Spreadsheet of voting members for canvassing

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00152.html (Eberlein)
  > 18 members of the TC, 23 representing a company with an organizational member. If all these vote we're OK, but for 
security we want to encourage more.  We went through the spreadsheet and added names of volunteers among us to 
contact additional company representatives. Kris will post the updated spreadsheet to Kavi.

3. New ITEM: Spec references to solidus character

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00155.html (Yeo)
Log this as a bug fix. It's not technically wrong. 
  > Kris: do we have a 1.2 corrections page? Don: we can put it on the 1.3 proposals page, and sort it out in few weeks 
when we get to that on the agenda.
  > Don: move that we put it in the 1.3 proposals page. Bruce second. Approved by acclamation.
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CLOSED
ACTION: Don: Move the solidus issue to the 1.3 proposals page.

4. ITEM: Resume review of packaging survey (Buchholz and Hackos action)

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00159.html (Buchholz)
    - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201010/msg00160.html (Nevin suggestions)
  > Defer to next week, when the principals can be present.

5. ITEM: TC discussion about post-1.2 packaging
  > Don: Defer until after the survey results are in.

6. ITEM: Review action item generated by this meeting
  > Done.

8:45-8:50 Announcements/Opens
8:50 Adjourn
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 9 November 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 9 November 2010 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.
 
8:00-8:05 Roll call
* Regrets: Richard Hamilton, Seth Park
Quorum was achieved

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201011/msg00005.html (Nevin)
Moved by Don, Seconded by Kristen, carried by acclamation

Subcommittee/liaison reports:

* OASIS DITA Semiconductor Information Design Subcommittee
> No news this time around
> Next week: OASIS DITA Pharmaceutical Content Subcommittee

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Spreadsheet of voting members for canvassing (continued)

o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201011/msg00012.html (Eberlein update)
> We established additional commitments to contact those who should vote. 
> The ballot starts next Tuesday 11/6, closes 11/30. We will consider what additional steps may be needed, if any, next 
week. 
> We are much better prepared this time than for DITA 1.1. 

> Kris: Some recent investigation indicates that we and the Adoption TC are by far the most active and productive 
committees in OASIS.

2. ITEM: Resume review of packaging survey (Buchholz and Hackos action)

o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201011/msg00013.html (Buchholz update)
> JoAnn has the survey now in Zoomerang. We reviewed the first set of survey questions and recommended changes. 
We may further process this next Tuesday, although many will be away.

ACTION: JoAnn: send email to the alias inviting further review and discussion. 

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens
8:55 Adjourn
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 16 November 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 16 November 2010 at 08:00am PT for 18 minutes.
 
8:00-8:05 Roll call
* Regrets: Park, Yeo, Eberlein, Bissantz
Quorum was achieved.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
----------------------------------------------
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201011/msg00018.html (Nevin)
* Moved by Don Day, seconded by Dick Hamilton, approved by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:
----------------------------
* OASIS DITA Pharmaceutical Content Subcommittee 
No report this week

* OASIS DITA for the Web 2.0 Subcommittee next week

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Spreadsheet of voting members for canvassing (continued)
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201011/msg00021.html (Eberlein update)

Stan has provided text of a note that can be used for contacting Organizational Members. TC members should consult 
this spreadsheet for continued efforts.

2. ITEM: Continued: review of packaging survey (Buchholz and Hackos action)
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201011/msg00013.html (Buchholz update)
The WebEx session was canceled, so we did not  pursue this.

Ongoing checks:
---------------
2. dita.xml.org page on build scripts (Stan)

o http://dita.xml.org/wiki/dita-12-specification-building-specification-subsets
o Ongoing with goal of being current with review updates. 

Stan has been updating the wiki page for subsets. Stan asked if he can post tools-based questions on the general DITA 
list. We agreed that this was an appropriate strategy. Could make the tools available for processing datasets for DITA 
1.2.

8:15-8:18 Announcements/Opens
-----------------------------
Robert: The note should be coming out today to start voting. Those TC members who are eligible to vote should do so, 
and then we will know where we stand as to our need for additional votes.
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Don: Next week is the 23rd, a vacation day for some U.S. members due to the holiday on the 25th. We will still meet 
next week and pursue action items for wrapping up the vote.

8:18 Adjourn
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 23 November 2010

Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 23 November 2010 at 08:00am PT for 18 minutes.

 8:00-8:05 Roll call
* Regrets: Sirois, Kimber, Bissantz
* Quorum established

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201011/msg00025.html (Nevin)
Moved by Don, seconded by Dick Hamilton, passed by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports:
----------------------------
* OASIS DITA for the Web 2.0 Subcommittee
Don will make contact requesting a report next week

Action Items:
------------
* Review open items: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php
No changes this week

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: Spreadsheet of voting members for canvassing (continued)
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201011/msg00021.html (Eberlein update)
o The ballot can be viewed at: http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/ballot.php?id=1968
We currently have sufficient votes to approve DITA 1.2. Doug pointed out that the table of votes in Kavi 
includes links to send email to voters. Kris and Don emphasized our gratitude to those TC members, most 
particularly JoAnn, who have reached out to the voters. Further contacts are being made so as to ensure 
that we remain in safe waters.

2. ITEM: Continued: review of packaging survey (Buchholz and Hackos action)
o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201011/msg00013.html (Buchholz update)
Thilo will send the survey questions to JoAnn, and she will set up the survey instrument so we can review it 
there. In the meantime, any further comments should go to Thilo.

3. On Hold ITEM: TC discussion about post-1.2 packaging
o Awaiting survey results

4. New ITEM: List of Errata
o http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/SpecFixesFor1.3 (kindly set up by Robert Anderson)

The intention of this page is for obvious, easy fixes such as typographical errors. There is another page for 
items deferred to DITA 1.3.

JoAnn: Would the new rules consider errata a substantive change requiring another vote? The Adoption TC 
is in process of meeting with a member of the OASIS Board to protest the application of rules for 
specifications to the white papers and other documents that they produce, because this severely impairs the 
productivity and function of that TC. 
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The comment was made that we can always produce a committee draft.

We have not produced an official errata document for prior releases, so they’re removing an official process 
that we’ve never in fact actually used. Approved errata are included among OASIS standard track work 
products, after approval of a specification draft. This requires a full majority vote (within the TC) and a 15-
day public review, and we cannot do it twice within 6 months. This seems reasonable. Because of the 6-
month limit, we may want to wait a couple of months to see what other errata may be identified. We will put 
this back on the agenda in February or March after 3 months or so.

Ongoing checks:
--------------
1. Lessons learned

We need to have serious consideration of OASIS process and discussion with OASIS, and on that basis 
modify our own process. 

We got comments and feedback at the DITA User’s conference in Europe about where DITA is going. Users 
want to have a venue for communicating with TC members and Adoption TC members. We need to set up 
some more formal mechanisms for intercommunication.

We agreed that we should have a report from those who went to DITA Europe. Don will put it in the agenda.

We will commence DITA 1.3 activities in January.

2. dita.xml.org page on build scripts (Stan)
o http://dita.xml.org/wiki/dita-12-specification-building-specification-subsets

Stan: This is going well, expects to have all in order to post by next Friday. 

The ballot closes just before midnight next Tuesday, after our next meeting. What can we do beyond the 
efforts of OASIS to publicise this? We would like to have a statement that we can all use, like a press 
release. Typically, Carol Geyer gives us an opportunity to give OASIS material for announcements. We 
should discuss this in email, and formally invite Carol Geyer to next week’s meeting to discuss how best to 
publicise the release of DITA 1.2. Don will contact Carol. We have looked at the press releases for DITA 1.1. 
When we have clarity about all of this from Carol those whose companies are candidates to provide quotes 
will be able to identify an appropriate executive in their company to do so. This is an opportunity for 
companies to issue a strategic statement about the value of DITA to their operations.

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens
8:55 Adjourn
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Minutes of the OASIS DITA TC
Tuesday, 30 Novemeber 2010
Recorded by Kristen James Eberlein

Present: Seth Parks, Robert Anderson, John Hunt, Michael Priestley, Don Day, Kris Eberlein, Su-Laine Yeo, Deb 
Bissantz, Paul Grosso, David Helfinstine. Mark Lewis, Eliot Kimber, Thilo Buchholz
Regrets:

1. Minutes
----------

DOn Day moved that the minutes of the previous meeting be approve. Thilo Bucholz seconded; approved by 
accclamation.

2. SC report
------------
We received a report on the DITA for the Web SC from Mark Lewis and John Hunt. See the following URL for 
information about their work on microformats:
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/WebSubcommittee/Microformats_Use_Cases

The SC expects to finish this work in one or two weeks; they then will send it to the DITA TC for review as an idea 
document that contains use cases and "What if ..." scenarios.

Action: Don Day will contact a rep from the Pharma SC about giving an update at the next TC meeting.

3. Press release about DITA 1.2 approval
----------------------------------------
Quotations due to Carol Geyer by Friday, 3 December 2010. We expect statements from IBM, Comtech, PTC, SAP, and 
maybe Cisco.

4. Progress of DITA 1.2 ballot
------------------------------
We reviewed who had voted, and several people took assignments to contact specific companies that have not yet voted.

5. Survey
---------
Thilo Buchholz has provided feedback to JoAnn.

6. Eliot's trip to Japan
------------------------
Eliot Kimber provided a report about his recent trip to Japan. Interesting pattern of adoption in Japan, adoption seen 
more in industry-specific verticals than by tech writing profession.

7. DITA Europe
--------------
Kris Eberlein and Su-Laine Yeo mentioned user feedback from the recent conference:
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* People who are members or observers of the TC cannot wade through the e-mail traffic to get a good sense of what the 
TC is up to; how can we provide summary information in a more accessible way?
* People perceive DITA as getting too big and too complicated as it expands past the realm of technical communication
* People want DITA 1.3 to be a small release, focusing on bugs and usability fixes
* People are concerned that specialized work of subcommittees will be incorporated into the DITA specification rather 
than being plugins that can be downloaded from Sourceforge.
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 7 December 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 7  December 2010 at 08:00am PT for 18 minutes.
8:00-8:05 Roll call
  o Regrets: JoAnn Hackos
  o Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201011/msg00053.html (Eberlein)
  o Don moved, Kris seconded, approved by acclamation.
Subcommittee/liaison reports:
  o OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee next week
  o OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee
  o OASIS DITA Technical Communication Subcommittee
  o OASIS DITA Pharmaceutical Content Subcommittee

BUSINESS:

1. ITEM: DITA 1.2 prep/announce status

  o OASIS response on PR 
OASIS expects to issue the press release Tuesday
CLOSED

  o Errata page (ie, "Incorrect xref in DITA spec source files ")

ACTION: Kris: log this in a properly named errata file, linked on the Front Page under Working Documents/DITA 
1.3on the Front Page, and include in it the list of typos that Robert opened.

  o Prep status of official materials
Robert: In Mary's hands, should be up on the site now or presently will be. 

CLOSED

  o Discuss use of Stan's build script information
Adoption TC might consider announcing this. 

ACTION: Stan: add information about building just the base

  o Discuss what next for announcement promotion?

The question concerns timing relative to the holidays, and whether further promotion is for the Adoption TC. Kris: 
propose a joint seminar with the Adoption TC, as an OASIS-promoted event. Members would have to put in the time to 
prepare a presentation. Thilo: good idea, explain what its for and what its business value is. Now that Gershon is no 
longer able to participate regularly in the weekly TC meetings, Kris is official liaison to Adoption TC. Bruce: Does this 
explicitly relate to the discussion about perceived complexity? Yes, good idea. Thilo: explore this in the survey. Don: 
take these topics up in their places in this agenda.
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ACTION: Kris: take this proposal to the Adoption TC.
ACTION: Don: when response of Adoption TC is clear, take this to Mary.

2. ITEM: Question about syntax of @anchorref

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201011/msg00042.html (Eberlein)

CLOSED

3a. New ITEM: Entity declarations in DITA 1.2 constraint modules (Su-Laine):  

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201012/msg00021.html (Yeo)

Many element declarations are in entities. It appears that every element used in a constraint module must be defined 
there, even if defined elsewhere.

Robert confirmed that entities used in constraint modules must be defined in the constraint module itself. Nobody is 
happy that this is required, but it is due to fundamental limitations of DTDs.

3b. Suffix for constraint entities
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201012/msg00008.html

Suffix & syntax for constraint modules: DTDs and examples appear not to conform to spec. Robert: should be listed as 
errata.

ACTION: Robert: determine what is correct and reflect it in the errata page.

4. New ITEM: Perceptions of DITA complexity

  o Issue was initially brought up at last week's report on DITA Europe
  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201012/msg00024.html

The architecture enables simple use of DITA, but DITA looks complex. Our messaging is problematic. 

Could Doug Gorman's "simple DITA" schema be treated as a constraint module and thereby made more officially 
supported? As constructed, it does not conform to the spec. Can one construct a conforming declaration set that reflects 
the same constraints? Probably yes. There may be other issues. Such implementation would make clear what is in the 
schema supported and what is not.

Are the instructions for implementers for this sort of exercise clear enough, or does the implementation process seem 
too complex? The Adoption TC needs examples and other materials to give to users.

People mean different things. Some mean can't find the things I'm looking for. Some mean I don't like DITA. Stan: our 
"competitors" are claiming complexity of DITA as marketing FUD. There are non-authoring uses of DITA that some 
(e.g. Paul Trotter) would like us to support. In Europe, document production is controlled by  trades, here tech writing is 
more universal and groups like STC get the word out effectively to implementers. Tech Pub managers say DITA 1.1 
was hard enough and is working, why do I want to take on DITA 1.2? Unless specific steps are taken a lot more 
complexity is exposed with migration.

Kris: propose a wiki page to collect the variety of meanings of "complexity" and gather people's ideas. Don: Should we 
invite the public to comment on what they find hard to grasp? Kris: How do we do this fruitfully? 

ACTION: Don: put up a wiki page on the front page and seed it with the anecdotal information we have now.
ACTION: All: Everyone participating in the email discussion should add to this page, and that fruitful discussion should 
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continue.

5. ITEM: Continued: review of packaging survey (Buchholz and Hackos action)

  o http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201011/msg00013.html (Buchholz update) deferred to next week.

Ongoing checks:

1. Lessons learned
2. dita.xml.org page on build scripts (Stan)
  o http://dita.xml.org/wiki/dita-12-specification-building-specification-subsets
  o Ready for use (reported 30 Nov 2010).

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens

Holiday suspension: Cancel meetings on 12/28 and 1/4. 

ACTION: All: in email, discuss possible cancellation of 1/21 meeting.

8:55 Adjourn
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Minutes of DITA TC Meeting 14 Dec 2010

DITA TC Wiki: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage

8:00-8:05 Roll call
    * Regrets: Bruce, Kristin (tentative), Thilo

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201012/msg00074.html (Nevin, updated)

Minutes approved by acclimation

Subcommittee/liaison reports:
    * OASIS DITA Help Subcommittee (Stan Doherty)

Action Items:
    * Review open items: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php

BUSINESS:
   1. New ITEM: Consideration for a Co-Chair position
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201012/msg00053.html
          * Process, per Mary: "As long as the meeting is quorate, you can do this during the meeting. All that's needed is a 
full majority vote - as simple as no objection to unanimous consent." Change role in Kavi, public page updates 
overnight.
          
- Motion made by Don Day, second by JoAnn Hackos

- Approved by unanimous consent by quorate membership.          
          
   2. New ITEM: Donate DITA-OT plugin for OASIS spec style to OASIS?
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201012/msg00078.html
          
Discussion: Robert Anderson will need to write non-trivial documentation

- Motion by Don Day to approve donation of standard-producing plugin.
- Approved by acclimation

   3. New ITEM: Update from Stan about additional spec subsets for wiki page?
   
- Stan continues to test against new Toolkit releases.   

ITEM is closed. TC has been advised.
   
   4. Continuing ITEM: Perceptions of DITA complexity
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201012/msg00070.html (latest post on thread, Priestley)
          * Continue discussion as necessary, but can move to email and wiki page long term
          
- Michael: concrete proposals
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  - Define a new configuration designed for minimal authoring.
  - Make minimal specializations easier

   5. Continuing ITEM: Review of packaging survey (Buchholz and Hackos action)
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201011/msg00013.html (Buchholz update)

- New draft uploaded. 
- JoAnn presented current draft of survey and requested input on refinements to it.

   6. On Hold ITEM: TC discussion about post-1.2 packaging
          * This might possibly be held until after the survey results are in--Don
          
- Item continued to next meeting
          
   7. Continuing ITEM: Reports on DITA Europe (leave ongoing until talked out)

- General discussion around perceived or actual slowness of DITA adoption in Europe.
- Item remains open.
   
   8. ITEM: Review action items generated by this meeting

Ongoing checks:
   1. Lessons learned
   2. dita.xml.org page on build scripts (Stan)
          * http://dita.xml.org/wiki/dita-12-specification-building-specification-subsets
          * Ready for use (reported 30 Nov 2010).

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens

8:55 Adjourn
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 21  December 2010
 
Chaired by Don Day <donday@bga.com>
Minutes recorded by Bruce Nevin <bnevin@cisco.com>
 
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 21  December 2010 at 08:00am PT for 55 minutes.

8:00-8:05 Roll call
  o  Regrets: David Helfinstine, Seth Park
  o  Quorum was established.

STANDING BUSINESS:

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
  o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201012/msg00085.html (Kimber)
  o  Don moved to accept, Kris seconded, passed by acclamation.

Subcommittee/liaison reports: Resume in January

  o  OASIS DITA for Enterprise Business Documents Subcommittee (resume here on 11 January 2011)

ACTION: Bruce: Tell Michael Boses; verify date of next meeting and remind Michael to put Don on the invitation.

Subsequent reports will be anticipated:
  o  OASIS DITA Technical Communication Subcommittee
  o  OASIS DITA Pharmaceutical Content Subcommittee
  o  OASIS DITA for Programmers Subcommittee (pending formation)
Needs to get started. Robert will start pushing for this in January.
  o  OASIS DITA Machine Industry Subcommittee (Jang Graat)

Action Items:

  o  Review open items: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/members/action_items.php
Actions assigned to Gershon need to be reassigned, or at least identify the scope of effort.

BUSINESS:

We note Mary's farewell email message with holiday greetings, and hope for the best with future resolution of her role 
and duties.

1. Continuing ITEM: Perceptions of DITA complexity
  o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201012/msg00070.html (latest post on thread, Priestley)
  o  Continue discussion as necessary, but can move to email and wiki page long term      

Question the word "perception"--it could be taken to imply actually misperception or illusion. Eliot: DITA is as 
uncomplex as the requirements demand, and we haven't put any features in that weren't justified.  

How can we refer less technical users to more user-friendly documentation? Kris: In 2011 there will be a lot more of 
such non-normative documentation. Su-Laine: there is concern on the technical side about a perceived trend in DITA 
(the architecture) to greater complexity. We might raise the threshhold for adding features in the future. Should domain-
specific packages & specializations be done by subcommittees and not be part of the spec? We need to evaluate which 
features are being used to meet their requirements and which not. If something is not used or is only used by a very few 
we might even deprecate it. Kris: we need to focus on the process by which we develop new features. Robert: yes, make 
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it more difficult to get things in, and make each proposal better specified. Eliot: yes, good to move more semantically 
specific items out of the TC purview. Anybody can add new vocabulary at any time, in the nature of the architecture. 
Learning and Training, Machine Industry, did not need to come out of the TC.

Stan: even if we add no features for 5 years, we currently have a perception of complexity. What about the work on the 
DITA maturity model? Levels of complexity mapped to maturity curve, cross-referenced to the spec. Caveat: It's not a 
roadmap for advancement (with implied judgement), but rather a more static framework for assessing where you are, 
and scoping whether to make an additional investment for greater capabilities. Need to coordinate effort with Adoption 
TC.

Don: Do we need to revisit our charter?

Keith Schengli-Roberts: Shiela (?) developed a survey of what tags are being used by whom. Need to get feedback from 
users. Thilo: that survey is not so much about elements as [topic types?]. Su-Laine: proposed more detailed survey. 
Doug: most elements are very rarely used. Don: Tools vendors might be able to pull out stats about how often elements 
are parsed. Also, we might define prototypical constraint profiles, Michael's suggestion. Doug: In a given enterprise, 
you only need a few people to understand DITA well, authors need only limited knowledge. Can work from examples. 
Not many people understand how bullets are stored in Word files, nor do we need to. Don: Not just elements, attributes 
tend to raise concerns for people who haven't worked with properties before. 

ACTION: Don and Kris: discuss how to prioritize approach to 1.3, and how to structure actions and work items.

Dick Hamilton: If there are things that you think should be done, let him know, they are producing many of the non-
normative books. Kris: Tony Self is publishing a DITA style guide; Nora Bellamy and others are producing a book on 
good writing practices with DITA.

ACTION: All: Contact Dick Hamilton with ideas about what should be done to help with comprehension, adoption, and 
use of DITA.

2. Continuing ITEM: Review of packaging survey (Buchholz and Hackos action)

  o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201011/msg00013.html (Buchholz update)
  o  JoAnn's links, and subsequent discussion:
  o  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201012/msg00083.html

Intent of survey needs clarification. JoAnn: where are people learning about DITA, and what are they trying to learn? 
Rather than who they are, as in the current set of questions. Kris: This item originated with Gershon, and may have had 
a very different intention. We need to be very clear about what we want.

Su-Laine: We assumed that people wanted smaller and more focused subsets to download. But what people want is very 
rarely getting smaller pieces. What are people actually complaining about, what is their goal using the documentation, 
what is their problem. Robert: we started with the assumption that people were complaining about the doc being too big.  
Su-Laine: problem is finding things. JoAnn: people are looking for a tutorial, and this is less of a tutorial than it started 
out to be.  Su-Laine: are the complaints from people who should understand it or from those who will never understand 
it? Kris: Complaints are about DITA being too complex, not about the spec being too complex. JoAnn: how about a doc 
on how to read the spec. Don: at least the lang ref could be augmented by a usage-oriented best practice guide.  [missed 
names]: We could push in audience indicators, or commentary. SuLaine: We tell people not to specialize if what they 
want is already there. How do they find out that it's already there? Nobody complains about wikipedia being too 
complex, because you can find things in wikipedia.

Robert: We need to identify the problem clearly. JoAnn: we put energy into revising questions. They are mostly who are 
you questions. The second part is about the spec. Robert: the survey wasn't intended to address complexity questions. 
Do we want to add that in? Don: Wiki page on this question now under Working Documents, action from last week: 
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Perceptions.
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Kris: how long do we want to continue talking about this? One other approach for one problem area: If the problem is 
that the spec is hard to read and hard to use, how do we improve usability and access to what you want in the 1.3 spec?
Robert: identify different definitions of complexity that we (think we) have heard, then decide what we can do, then 
what we will do.

JoAnn: we could use the survey simply to gather some data as a basis for asking further questions. Robert: agree, keep 
the user complexity question separate from the user community survey.

ACTION: All: add a section to the wiki page about complexity and brainstorm your perceptions of the problem and 
potential solutions.

6. Happy holidays, team. The chairs want to thank everyone for a great 2010, and are looking forward to an exciting 
next year! See you on January 11.

9:00 Adjourn
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